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World Wars 

Definition and Causes 

Richard F. Hamilton and Holger H. Herwig 

It is only fair to ask: Why another book on 19J4? Surely, the origins of that 
war have been studied, reviewed, and revised almost beyond any reader's 
endurance. Vladimir Dedijer, arguably the leading expert on the Sarajevo 
assassination, claimed that already in 1966 more than 3,000 books had 
been published on that subject alone. And the torrent of ink spilled on 
that tragic murder has never abated. Hence, why more? 

The short answer is that many of us have missed several key elements in 
the vast literature on 1914. First, who precisely were the decision makers? 
Monarchs, presidents, foreign ministers, staff chiefs, or a combination of 
these? And what were their mindsets in July 19J4? How had the ex
periences of the recent past (and especially of the two Balkan Wars of 
1912-13) shaped their outlooks? Second, how did those governments go 
about declaring war? In other words, was there a constitutional defini
tion of war powers? Were cabinet and parliamentary approval required 
in all cases? Or could war be declared simply by royal fiat? Third, which 
"social forces" or extraparliamentary lobbies had input into the decision 
for war? And fourth, what were the reasons? What were the justifications 
for the decisions to go to war? Why did those decision makers do it? 
Were there common or similar justifications? Or is a differentiated read
ing needed? In short, we sought answers to questions that had troubled us 
from previous readings onJuly 1914. We hope in this volume to have pro
vided not only answers, but, above all, stimulus for further thought and 
research. 

I 
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2 Richard E Hamilton and Holger H. Herwig 

The Road to 1914 

World War I, once called the Great War, seems to defy explanation: Why 
did it happen? Numerous books on the subject carry the words "causes" 
or "origins" in their titles. The literature on the subject is extensive, prob
ably the largest for any war in human history. I To address that question, 
we begin with a definition of what constituted a world war and then 
proceed to a discussion of possible causes regarding July 1914. It is our 
argument that the numerical suffix established in 1919 for the "war to 
end all wars" (1914-18) as constituting the "first" world war is flawed. 
Rather, we see it in terms of the longue duree, of five centuries of conflicts 
that transcended "normal" or "short" wars in terms of both intensity 
and globalization. We offer this overview to place the "Great War" in 
historical perspective, fully aware that our selections are open to debate 
(precisely our intention). 

We define a world war as one involving five or more major powers 
and having military operations on two or more continents. Wars of such 
extent are costly ventures. The principal "actors" therefore have to be 
rich nations and ones with substantial intercontinental outreach. Rich, of 
course, is a relative term. The masses in a given nation might have been 
poor, but that nation, relative to others, could be rich, sufficiently so as to 
allow it to sustain large armies and navies in distant struggles for extended 
periods. For example, The Netherlands could do that in the seventeenth 
century when it was a rich nation. In the eighteenth century, when relative 
to others it was not so rich, that nation was no longer a "great power." 
China, a rich nation, presents the opposite experience. It was a rich nation 
with a demonstrated ability to reach out, but then in 1433 by imperial 
decree the voyages ceased, overseas trade was severely restricted, and the 
construction of ocean-going ships stopped. Confucian-trained officials, it 
seems, "opposed trade and foreign contact on principle."2 China's foreign 
involvement ended at that point. 

Since central Europe tore itself apart during the Thirty Years' War 
(1618-48), eight wars fit our definition of a world war. They are: the 

I For a partial listing, see the first section of the bibliography, Appendix C. 
2 John King Fairbank, China: A New History (Cambridge, 1992), pp. 138-9; and Louise 

Levathes, When China Ruled the Seas: The Treasure Fleet of the Dragon Throne, I403-
I433 (New York, 1994). Levathes reports a more extended transformation: "In less than 
a hundred years, the greatest navy the world had ever known had ordered itself into 
extinction" (p. 175). In the course of the fifteenth century, she reports, "China's tax base 
shrank by almost half" (p. 178). 
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World Wars: Definitions and Causes 3 

War of the Grand Alliance (sometimes called the War of the League of 
Augsburg), 1689-97; the War of the Spanish Succession, 1701-14; the War 
of the Austrian Succession, 1740-48; the Seven Years' War, 1756-63; the 
French Revolutionary Wars, 1792-1802; the Napoleonic Wars, 1803-15; 
then, after a ninety-nine-year interlude, World War I, 1914-18; and, two 
decades later, World War II, 1939-45. The participating powers and mea
sures of battle fatalities are given in Table 1. 1.3 Following our definition, 
within this time span the "Great War" was actually World War VII. 

A few cautionary remarks should be noted. The "severity" figures in 
the table considerably understate the total wartime deaths: Neither civil
ian deaths nor the deaths - military and civilian - suffered by smaller coun
tries (i.e., not great powers) are included. One source gives World War I 
deaths as 14,663,000 and World War II as between 41 and 49 million.4 

Seen in relative terms (losses per 1,000 of population), some other wars 
were much more destructive. The victorious Athenians put to death "all 
the grown men" of Melos in 416 B.C. The destruction of Carthage in 
146 B.C., it is said, "was essentially total." Taking an unlikely high es
timate of European losses in World War I, one author suggests a loss of 
"about 4.1 percent." The German states lost one-fifth of their population 
in the Thirty Years' War; Prussia, one-seventh of its population in the 
Seven Years' War. A very destructive war, one that receives little atten
tion, was a civil war, the Taiping Rebellion in China (1851-64), with a 
loss of some 20 million lives. We routinely focus on wars as the big killing 
events but neglect another even more lethal one. In March 1918 an in
fluenza epidemic broke out among army recruits in Kansas. Subsequently 

3 In Britain's North American colonies, the first three wars are known as King William's 
War, Queen Anne's War, and King George's War. The Seven Years' War is known there as 
the French and Indian War; in Germany it is called the Third Silesian War. 

The table suggests a level of knowledge and degree of precision that, as seen below, 
is not warranted. The severity/intensity numbers are rough estimates best interpreted as 
involving fair-sized margins for error. The dates vary somewhat from source to source. The 
War of the Spanish Succession, for example, ended with the Peace of Utrecht, 1713, but that 
was supplemented with other treaties in 1714. For brief reviews, see Stanley Chodorow, 
MacGregor Knox, Conrad Schirokauer, Joseph R. Strayer, and Hans W. Gatzke, The 
Mainstream of Civilization, 6th ed. (Fort Worth, 1994); Donald Kagan, Steven Ozment, 
and Frank M. Turner, The Westem Heritage, i h ed. (Upper Saddle River, N.J., 2001); and 
R. Ernest Dupuy and Trevor N. Dupuy, The Encyclopedia of Military History from 3500 
B.C. to the Present, 4th ed. (New York, 1993). For brief reviews of those wars in North 
America, see John M. Blum, Edmund S. Morgan, Willie Lee Rose, Arthur M. Schlesinger, 
Jr., Kenneth M. Stampp, and C. Vann Woodward, The National Experience: A History 
of the United States, 8th ed. (Fort Worth, 1993). 

4 Dupuy and Dupuy, Encyclopedia of Military History, pp. 990 and II98. 
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4 Richard F. Hamilton and Holger H. Herwig 

TABLE r.r. World Wars 

Number of 
War Dates great powers CountriesO Severityb IntensityC 

Grand Alliance 1689-97 5 ABFNS 680 6,939 
Spanish Succession 1701- 14 5 ABFNS 1,251 12,490 
Austrian 1740-48 6 ABFPRS 359 3,379 

Succession 
Seven Years' War 1756- 63 6 ABFPRS 99 2 9,II8 
French 1792-1802 5 ABFPR 663 5,816 

Revolutionary 
Wars 

Napoleonic Wars 1803-15 5 ABFPR 1,869 16,II2 
All European wars, 1815-1913 3 or fewer A: 6; B: I; Fewer Fewer 

1815-1913 (N = 18) F: 8; R: 5 than than 
217 1,743 

World War I 1914-18 8 ABFGIJRU 7,734 57,616 
World War II 1939-45 7 BFGIJRU 12,948 93,665 

° Countries participating in war: A: Austria-Hungary; B: Britain (England); F: France; 
G: Germany; I: Italy; J: Japan; N: Netherlands; P: Prussia; R: Russia; S: Spain; U: United States. 

b Severity of war: total battle fatalities suffered by great powers, in thousands. 
C Intensity of war: total battle fatalities suffered by great powers, per million European population. 
Source: Joshua S. Goldstein, Long Cycles: Prosperity and War in the Modern Age (New Haven, 
1988), pp. 236-37. Reprinted with the permission of Yale University Press. 

called the Spanish flu, it spread, within a year, to all continents. Estimates 
of total deaths range from 25 to 39 million, more than twice the 
World War I total. The rates would be equivalent to the above-mentioned 
wartime losses of Prussia and the German states) 

The eight world wars were initiated by well-off, indeed, rich European 
nations. Five or more major powers were involved in those struggles. Most 
history textbooks, understandably perhaps, emphasize the battles fought 
on the European continent. But in each case, the wars were fought also 
in Asia, Africa, and the Americas. In three of those wars, the English and 
French fought in India, with France ultimately losing out. And in four of 
them, the same contenders fought in North America. In the last of those 

5 For the comparisons with other wars, see John Mueller, "Changing Attitudes Towards 
War: The Impact of the First World War," British Journal of Political Science 21 (1991): 
1-28. On the "Spanish flu," see K. David Patterson and Gerald F. Pyle, "The Geography 
and Mortality of the 1918 Influenza Pandemic," Bulletin of the History of Medicine 65 
(1991): 4-21. 
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World Wars: Definitions and Causes 5 

struggles, in 1763, the British gained the vast territories of New France. 
In the course of the same war, the British "took" Martinique, Grenada, 
Havana, and Manila (all later returned). 

World wars, as defined here, require extensive economic, technolog
ical, and political development. Five or more nations had to generate 
considerable wealth, create capable naval forces, and acquire overseas 
empires. Basically, they had to establish and maintain relatively large mil
itary forces and send them enormous distances. That initially meant trans
port with large seagoing vessels armed with effective cannons. Later, in 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, railroads, motor vehicles, and air 
transport came to be the decisive factors. 6 

A military revolution occurred in the seventeenth century.? The most 
important of the many changes was a considerable growth in the size 
of the armies. Those large forces could no longer "live off the land": 
steal supplies from the populace. That change forced the creation of "the 
train," a large number of horse-drawn wagons to carry foodstuffs (for 
men and animals), munitions, medical supplies, and so forth. The size 
of military operations increased accordingly, with armies marching over 
several roads and converging later, it was hoped, at the site of battle. For 
several reasons, the military was forced to give much greater emphasis 
to drill and discipline; much more elaborate arrangements for command 
and control became necessary. 

6 Carlo Cipolla, Guns, Sails, and Empire: Technological bmovation and the Early Phases of 
European Expansion (New York, 1965). For more extensive treatments, see Martin van 
Creveld, Supplying War: Logistics from Wallenstein to Patton (Cambridge, 1977); William 
H. McNeill, The Pursuit of Power: Technology, Armed Force, and Society since A.D. rooo 
(Chicago, 1982); Paul Kennedy, The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers: Economic Change 
and Military Conflict from 1500 to 2000 (New York, 1987); and John Keegan, A History 
of Warfare (New York, 1993). 

There are always complications and specifications. Russia was a rich and powerful 
nation with a sizable army. But it had a small navy, one with limited ocean access. In the 
1880s Russia's leaders viewed Britain as their implacable enemy but were frustrated by 
their inability "to strike back at London in any meaningful way. How indeed could the 
elephant exert pressure on the whale?" From William C. Fuller, Jr., Strategy and Power in 
Russia 1600-1914 (New York, 1992), p. 332. 

7 See Michael Roberts, The Military Revolution, 1560-1660 (Belfast, 1956); Geoffrey 
Parker, The Military Revolution: Military Innovation and the Rise of the West. 1500-1800 

(Cambridge, 1996); Brian M. Downing, The Military Revolution and Political Change: 
Origins of Democracy and Autocracy in Early Modem Europe (Princeton, 1992); Clifford 
J. Rogers, The Military Revolution Debate: Readings on the Military Transformation in 
Early Modem Europe (Boulder, 1995); and MacGregor Knox and Williamson Murray, 
eds., The Dynamics of Military Revolution, 1300-2050 (New York, 2001). 
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6 Richard F. Hamilton and Holger H. Herwig 

The increase in the size of armies and their growing complexity required 
the development of trained professional leaders, changes that came about 
in the next two centuries. No longer did it suffice to send aspirants to 
cadet schools at Lichterfelde in Germany, Sandhurst in Britain, St. Cyr in 
France, or West Point in the United States. Now, staff officers were for
mally educated at academies (ecoles militaires) in Berlin, St. Petersburg, 
Vienna, Woolwich, Santiago de Chile, and Nanking. Likewise, naval col
leges were created in Brest, Kronstadt, Newport, and Etajima. While 
Maximilien Robespierre's experimental Ecole de Mars eventually failed, 
the French Revolution was highly successful with its new engineer officer 
training academy (Ecole poly technique) as well as its advanced gun
nery school at Chalons and its military engineering school at Metz. 
At the end of the Napoleonic period, the Prussians founded a special 
advanced war academy (Kriegsschule, later called Kriegsakademie) in 
Berlin. 

War offices and admiralties were created to provide both the training 
and the command structures. Those rich modern states were able to create 
the disciplined and organized forces that allowed the conduct of coherent 
and effective military operations over long periods not only in Europe, 
but also, as indicated, across broad expanses of the world's oceans. 

Although often overlooked, economic costs are a constant factor in 
military and diplomatic affairs. The military revolution increased those 
costs considerably. There were more soldiers to be housed, clothed, fed, 
armed, and trained. The number of infantry and artillery pieces required 
grew, and with the technological advances, the unit costs of those weapons 
also increased. The sources of wealth allowing this revolution were di
verse: New World gold and silver as well as trade and commerce (tea, 
coffee, cocoa, sugar, silk, spices, slaves, woolens, and, later, cotton goods). 
Machine manufacture had a considerable impact, increasing national 
wealth and making new weapons possible. This innovation came first 
in the production of cotton goods, and then in that of iron and steel. 
The latter industry produced the steam engines for cotton manufacture, 
pumps for the mines, rails and locomotives for the railways, and ever 
more effective cannons. 

A nation's military capacity, at all times, is limited by its economic 
strength, by its ability to pay. One can increase taxes and borrow money 
to pay the costs. But ultimately, an end point would be reached, forcing 
that nation out of the struggle. Histories generally focus on monarchs 
and generals when discussing wars. But that overlooks another impor
tant figure: the finance minister. When the tax monies reach their limit 
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World Wars: Definitions and Causes 7 

and no further loans are possible, the war ends. Austria's participation 
in the Seven Years' War is a classic case in point. Campaigns were bud
geted for 10 to 12 million florins per annum, but a single campaign in 
1760 cost 44 million florins. Overall, the costs for the Seven Years' War 
came to 260 million florins. The war ended in large part when the fi
nance minister told Maria Teresa that Vienna had reached its financial 
limit.8 

A curious interpretative bias appears in this connection. Many writers 
focus on the military outcome: Who won the war? But the economic 
consequences are often markedly different. The Seven Years' War ended 
in 1763. But the debts incurred continued and, in the case of France, 
subsequently had very serious impacts, especially with the added costs 
of its involvement in the American Revolution. An important lesson was 
restated here: that wars can contribute to revolution. 

Another economic linkage should be noted. Britain was likely the rich
est of the European nations on the eve of the French Revolution. Though 
maintaining only a small army, Britain's wealth allowed the hiring of 
mercenaries and the payment of subsidies to its allies. Above all, Britain's 
wealth, combined with its insular position and command of the seas, al
lowed it to participate in as much or as little of a European war as it 
desired. In raw figures, Britain spent £1,657 million on wartime expen
ditures between 1793 and 1815, up more than £1,400 million from the 
period 1776 to 1783. Much of that was to finance the various coalitions 
it formed against Napoleon Bonaparte.9 

The above paragraphs deal with necessary conditions, with the pre
requisite factors that make world wars possible. One must also consider 

8 Christopher Duffy, The Army of Maria Theresa: The Armed Forces of Imperial Austria, 
1740-1780 (Vancouver and London, 1977), p. 124. For a brief account of the struggles 
between the ministries of war and finance in Russia, see Fuller, Strategy and Power, p. 329. 
For the problems facing the chancellor of the exchequer in Britain in the years before the 
Great War, see David Lloyd George, War Memoirs, 6 vols. (London, 1933-6), vol. I, pp. 8-
10. The nations differed also in the efficiency and the sensed justice of their taxation 
arrangements. In these respects, Britain was well ahead of France, its most important 
continental rival. See John Brewer, The Sinews of Power: War, Money and the English 
State, 1688-1783 (Cambridge, Mass., 1990); J. F. Bosher, French Finances, 1770-1795 
(Cambridge, 1970); and Kennedy, Rise and Fall, chs. 3 and 4. 

9 Kennedy, Rise and Fall, pp. 81, 136. British subsidies kept Prussia and other merce
nary states involved in the struggle during the Seven Years' War. Ibid., pp. 85,98. John 
M. Sherwig, Guineas and Gunpowder: British Foreign Aid in the Wars with France, 1793-
1815 (Cambridge, Mass., 1969), makes the point that these subsidies, though large in 
aggregate, constituted only a small percentage of the military outlays of Britain's conti
nental partners. 
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8 Richard F. Hamilton and Holger H. Herwig 

the sufficient conditions, the circumstances that would lead five or 
more great powers to engage in such a war. Some of these world wars 
(1688, 1701, 1803) were fought by coalitions to thwart the ambitions 
of a dominant power; others (1740, 1756, 1792) were fought to create 
a dominant power or hegemon once a war had started. Louis XIV 
had obvious expansive ambitions; in response, combinations of English, 
Dutch, Austrian, Spanish, Swedish, and German principalities allied at 
various times to resist the Sun King's aspirations. In 1688 Louis XIV in
vaded and laid waste to the Palatinate. In what we have termed the first 
world war, the Grand Alliance sought to block his ambitions. The war in
volved five major powers and lasted nine years. It raged from Belgrade to 
Bantry Bay (Ireland), and from Lagos to the British and French settlements 
in America. 

In 1700, the Spanish monarch, Carlos II, died without heir. Both 
Habsburgs and Bourbons had claims to the succession. If the Bourbons 
gained the crown, the French-Spanish linkage (with their massive overseas 
connections) would produce a very formidable power. Once more, Louis 
XIV chose war (our second world war) to pursue his hegemonic aspira
tions. And once more, the other European powers - England, Austria, 
The Netherlands, Portugal, Prussia, and many of the smaller German 
states - combined to thwart that possibility. Again, the struggle reached 
beyond the European continent: from Cartagena to Mallorca, and from 
Port Royal to St. Augustine to Quebec. After twelve years of war, a com
promise was reached. The Bourbons retained the Spanish throne, but the 
settlement excluded joint occupancy. France and Spain would continue as 
two separate nations. 

In 1740, Frederick II of Prussia, who had just recently taken the throne, 
on the flimsiest of pretexts took Silesia from Austria. Maria Theresa un
derstandably responded, which led to the War of Austrian Succession 
(our fourth world war). It involved six powers (Austria, Britain, France, 
Prussia, Russia, and Spain) and lasted eight years. Overseas, the war wit
nessed two mainly Anglo-French wars, one in India and the other in North 
America. 

But the War of Austrian Succession solved little. From 1756 to 1763, 
Austria and Prussia (and later Britain, France, Sweden, Russia, and most 
small German states) fought the Seven Years' War. Again, the six major 
powers fought in Europe. Elsewhere the war was fought in the Atlantic 
and Indian Oceans, in India and in the Americas. For eight years, six 
major powers mounted seven major campaigns. In India, Robert Clive 
drove the French under Thomas Lally off most of the subcontinent. In 
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World Wars: Definitions and Causes 9 

the Americas, the French were driven out of Canada in 1760 and out of 
Martinique in 1762. 

Our fifth world war took place between 1792 and 1802, as the French 
revolutionary forces, like Louis XIV before them, tried to establish do
minion over the Continent. In this case, five major powers (but mainly 
France and Austria) fought for ten years. The non-European component 
of the war extended from Egypt to Ceylon, and from the West Indies to 
Mysore and Bangalore. 

Of particular interest in the French Revolutionary Wars is a second 
revolution in military affairs: the engagement of the citizenry in the 
effort. For the first time, rulers dared arm their subjects in vast numbers. 
Nationalism and patriotism rather than impressment and bad fortune 
would, presumably, prompt young men to take up arms. The concept of 
the levee en masse, of the "nation in arms," was formulated by the Com
mittee of Public Safety and passed by the Convention on 23 August 1793. 
It declared that: 

From this moment until that in which every enemy has been driven from the 
territory of the Republic, every Frenchman is permanently requisitioned for ser
vice with the armies. The young men shall fight: married men will manufacture 
weapons and transport stores: women shall make tents and nurse in the hospi
tals: children shall turn old linen into lint: the old men shall repair to the public 
squares to raise the courage of the warriors and preach the unity of the Republic 
and hatred against the kings. 10 

Military practice was dramatically altered, as the number of men directly 
involved escalated considerably. Some words of caution should be added. 
Achievement fell far short of aspiration. Legislative decrees do not easily 
transform mass sentiments. Monarchists did not become Jacobins; faithful 
Catholics did not become ardent secularists. 

Napoleon Bonaparte put the new principle into practice in his imperial 
wars from 1803 to 1815, the sixth of the world wars. For twelve years, 
the emperor and his subjugated allies fought wars against the Revolution's 
major-power opponents. Once again, the conflict extended well beyond 
the European continent: to the West Indies, to Turkey, and to Egypt, with 
indirect effects in the United States and Canada (War of 1812), and in 
Latin America (the wars of independence). With a single stroke of the pen 
(and for a good deal of cash), Napoleon in 1803 sold much of a continent, 

TO Gunther E. Rothenberg, The Art of Warfare in the Age of Napoleon (Bloomington, Ind., 
1980), p. 100. 
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10 Richard F. Hamilton and Holger H. Herwig 

the Louisiana Purchase, which gave the United States claim to lands from 
Louisiana to Alberta. Politics, strategy, and finances were all combined in 
a single operation. 

The first six of these world wars depended on "executive decisions": 
A ruler (or rulers) initiated and others responded. The decision makers 
typically consulted within an immediate circle of advisors. Imperialism, 
or intercontinental outreach, was clearly involved (although it differed in 
character from the later efforts). The causal factors that appeared in the 
course of the nineteenth century - nationalism, militarism, newspapers, 
public opinion, and insurgent "masses" -are notably muted in discussions 
of the causes of the first six of these world wars. 

The Men of 1914 

Of the eight wars, World War I poses the most serious challenges with 
regard to explanation. The heir presumptive to the Austro-Hungarian 
throne was assassinated on 28 June 1914. The Austrian government al
leged official Serb involvement, issued an ultimatum, and, rejecting ne
gotiation, began hostilities with a bombardment of Belgrade. In a linked 
series of decisions, four other major powers - Russia, Germany, France, 
and Britain - joined the struggle. In all instances, the decision makers 
recognized the hazards involved. They knew their choices could enlarge 
the conflict and significantly escalate the dimensions of the struggle. A 
key notion, as one German participant, Kurt Riezler, put it, was that 
"[w]ars would no longer be fought but calculated." The assumption un
derlying this "calculated risk" was that one power could enter the conflict 
without motivating the next power to make the same choice. Bluff, or of
fensive diplomacy, could be played, forcing other possible participants 
to desist just short of a major war. II Ultimately, however, twenty-nine 
nations would be involved. 12-

The notion of the "calculated risk" requires further comment. It evokes 
an image of calm, reasoned deliberation, effectively a scientific judgment. 

II Andreas Hillgruber, "Riezlers Theorie des kalkulierten Risikos und Bethmann Hollwegs 
politische Konzeption in der Julikrise I9I4," Historische Zeitschrift 202 (1966): 333-51. 
See also Chapter 5. 

a This count is based on a listing of declarations of war contained in Ian V. Hogg, 
Historical Dictionary of World War I (Lanham, Md., 1998), pp. 57-8. Ourtotal indicates 
participants rather than declarations (thus eliminating double counts). Most accounts, 
understandably, are selective, passing over the declarations by, among others, San Marino, 
Siam, Liberia, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Haiti, and Honduras. 
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World Wars: Definitions and Causes II 

But in fact, the decision makers in the major European capitals were 
beset by doubts, fears, emotions, even panic as they considered their var
ious choices and reached their decisions for war. Chaos and confusion, 
rather than reason and rationality, reigned. All of Carl von Clausewitz's 
"irrational" factors came into play: interaction, escalation, friction, 
chance, and the proverbial "fog of war." The German chancellor, 
Theobald von Bethmann Hollweg, perhaps was closest to the mindset 
of decision makers in July I9I4 when he spoke of a "leap in the dark." 
The "calculated risk" proved more like playing va banque against the 
house dealer at Monte Carlo. 

To understand the origins of this war, we must know who was involved 
in the decision making. Specifically, we need to know who were the leaders 
of the five major European powers. In each case we are dealing with a 
coterie of some six, eight, or ten individuals. The coterie, in most cases, 
consisted of the monarch, a prime minister, a foreign minister, a war 
minister, an army chief of staff, and possibly a finance minister. Several 
other persons appeared in ancillary roles, in most cases as ambassadors 
to the other major powers. 

And we need to know the grounds for their decisions. What factors led 
them to make the choices they did? How did the decision makers see the 
events of the immediately preceding years and those of July I9I4? How 
did they define their nations' interests? What logic or rationale led them 
to their decisions? 

The decision making is best seen as involving "small group dynamics" 
as opposed to the notion of hierarchy and authority. The British monarch, 
George V, took no significant part in the discussions. Emperor Franz 
Joseph had only a peripheral role (although the final decision was his). 
In those two instances, the British Foreign Secretary Sir Edward Grey 
and the Austro-Hungarian Chief of Staff Franz Conrad von Hotzendorf, 
determined "subordinates," led the other participants to the ultimate deci
sions. In all cases, it was the combina tion of "informa tion" (of perception, 
fact, logic, and rationale) and "group dynamics" that produced the result, 
the decision to become involved. 

Most university-level history and social science courses reviewing the 
causes of the war focus on "big" events, processes, or structures. Most 
accounts of the war's origins begin with the alliance system and continue 
with discussions of nationalism, imperialism, and militarism. All of these 
factors are "big" and all are routinely assumed to have had powerful 
impacts. They are, accordingly, treated as appropriate or acceptable 
causes. Accounts focused on individuals - on Emperor Franz Joseph, 
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12 Richard E Hamilton and Holger H. Herwig 

Kaiser Wilhelm II, or Tsar Nicholas II; on their outlooks, whims, and 
fancies; and on their closest advisors - are viewed as "small." The pecu
liar traits of an individual or the chance presence of a given person, in 
short, are treated as somehow unacceptable. 

The big-cause preference was anticipated by Alexis de Tocqueville in his 
most famous work. "Historians who write in aristocratic ages," he wrote, 
"are inclined to refer all occurrences to the particular will and character 
of certain individuals: and they are apt to attribute the most important 
revolutions to slight accidents. They trace out the smallest causes with 
sagacity, and frequently leave the greatest unperceived." Historians writ
ing "in democratic ages exhibit precisely opposite characteristics. Most 
of them attribute hardly any influence to the individual over the destiny 
of the race, or to citizens over the fate of the people: but, on the other 
hand, they assign great general causes to all petty incidents. "13 

Tocqueville did not analyze modern societies in either/or terms, either 
general or particular causes or, to use current terms, either structure or 
contingency. "For myself," he wrote, "I am of the opinion that, at all 
times, one great portion of the events of this world are attributable to 
very general facts and another to special influences. These two kinds of 
cause are always in operation: only their proportion varies." As may be 
seen in any of Tocqueville's writings, his main concern was to sort things 
out, to generalize where it was appropriate, and, where it was not, to 
particularize. The obvious imperative is that one should be guided by 
evidence, by the "facts of the case." This is also our position. 

The above discussion may be summarized with four generalizations. 
First: World War I resulted from the decisions taken by the leaders 

of five nations, those referred to as the great powers: Austria-Hungary, 
Germany, Russia, France, and Britain. 

Second: In those nations the decision to go to war was made by a 
small number of men, basically by coteries of five, eight, or ten persons. 
A considerable element of chance or contingency was involved in each 
of the decisions. Three of those nations were authoritarian regimes, and, 
accordingly, their decision making is best viewed, in Tocqueville's terms, 
as resulting from "the particular will and character of certain individ
uals." France and Britain, with parliamentary regimes, had somewhat 

13 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, 2 vols. (New York, I963), vol. 2, pp. 85-8. 
This brief chapter is entitled "Some Characteristics of Historians in Democratic Times." 
The bias in favor of "general causes" is found, with even greater insistence, in the social 
sciences. 
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World Wars: Definitions and Causes 13 

more complicated procedures, but even there the decisions rested with 
very small numbers of individuals. 

Third: Explanations for the war's origins must center on the consider
ations that moved the members of those five groups of decision makers. 
One must delineate the information, perceptions, and motives involved 
in each case. The key question: What were the concerns that moved those 
groups? Put differently, what were their agendas? If the review of moti
vations reveals a common tendency - that the five coteries were moved 
by nationalism, imperialism, and militarism - then a general conclusion, 
a focus on those big causes, might be warranted. If the agendas differed, 
then some other explanatory strategy is appropriate. 

The drive for generalization is often defended in terms of intellectual 
economy, with reference to William of Ockham's "razor," that is, his 
caution against unnecessary complication. The aim, it is said, should 
be simplification, the discovery of a small number of powerful general 
statements. But another central aim of scientific presentations is accu
racy. If economy brings distortion or, worse, misinformation, it must be 
avoided. If the causal process is complicated - for example, if the five 
major powers had separate and distinct agendas - then a more compli
cated formulation is necessary. 

The fourth generalization is concerned with constitutional arrange
ments: All countries have procedures, formal and informal, that spec
ify who will participate in the decisions to go to war. A curious gap 
appears in many narrative histories: The question of war powers is 
rarely addressed. 14 How did it happen that a given set of, say, seven 
individuals made "the decision"? A few others may have played ancil
lary roles, but everyone else (persons, groups, or elites) in the nation was 
"out of it." The procedures specifying the war powers provide the cast 
of decision makers. They stipulate which individuals (or office holders) 
will be present. And each of those arrangements, in turn, would have 
an impact on the agenda brought to bear on the decision. A narrowly 
based coterie consisting of the monarch, his chosen political leaders, 

'4 Most narrative histories bypass this important question, proceeding to report the actions 
of various individuals without asking, "Why them?" Comparative government textbooks 
rarely discuss war powers. The same holds for international relations textbooks. Apart 
from the work of a small band of specialists, sociology is indifferent to the entire subject 
of war and the military. Perhaps most surprisingly, many historians view the subject 
with disdain, some with evident hostility. On the latter point, see John A. Lynn, "The 
Embattled Future of Academic Military History," Journal of Military History 61 (1997): 
777-89. 
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Richard F. Hamilton and Holger H. Herwig 

and the heads of the military might readily agree on a given agenda. 
Other elites - bankers, industrialists, press lords, clergy, or intellectuals -
might have different concerns and, if present, might favor quite different 
options. 

It is easy, especially for Americans, to think in terms of written constitu
tions with fixed jurisdictions and specifications of powers. Four of the five 
major powers did have written constitutions, but their importance should 
be neither assumed nor exaggerated. Russia had a constitution after the 
1905 revolution, but the tsar announced he would pay it little attention. 15 

The actual arrangements in those nations were loose, informal, and easily 
altered depending on ad hoc needs or personal fancy. A determined ruler 
could at will bring others into the decision making. A lazy monarch could, 
by either plan or indifference, delegate power. An aggressive and/or as
tute minister could significantly enhance his power or, at minimum, could 
cajole an easily influenced ruler. 

Many present-day accounts of late nineteenth- and early twentieth
century history have been written in terms of newly enfranchised masses, 
the advance of responsible government, and an insistent loss of old regime 
privileges. But the image of irrepressible movement is misleading. The con
stitutions were not as "progressive" as one might think. I6 And the author
itarian regimes showed unexpected capacities to resist the "advance of 
democracy" and, in some instances, to reverse the movement. 17 

Among the powers that remained, unambiguously, in the hands of 
old-regime elites in Austria-Hungary, Germany, and Russia was the 
power to declare war. The German constitution specified that the powers 
"to declare war and to conclude peace" rested solely with the kaiser. 
His decision for war required the approval of the Federal Council, or 
Bundesrath, the Upper House of the legislature. In republican France, the 

15 Dominic Lieven, Nicholas II: Emperor of all the Russias (London, 1993), p. 152. 
16 The Russian constitution of 1906 is routinely viewed as a "step ahead," as an important 

progressive achievement. The text, however, tells a different story: "Article 4. To the 
All-Russian Emperor belongs the Supreme Autocratic Power. To obey his power, not 
only through fear, but also for the sake of conscience, is commanded by God Himself"; 
"Article 9. Our Sovereign the Emperor shall sanction the laws and without his sanction 
no law may go into effect"; "Article 12. Our Sovereign the Emperor shall be the supreme 
leader of all external relations of the Russian State with foreign powers ... "; "Article 13. 
Our Sovereign the Emperor shall declare war and conclude peace as well as treaties with 
foreign states." From Albert P. Blaustein and Jay A. Sigler, eds., Constitutions That Made 
History (New York, 1988), p. 259. 

17 See Arno Mayer, The Persistence of the Old Regime: Europe to the Great War (New York, 
1981 ). 
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World Wars: Definitions and Causes 15 

decision makers, officially, were the premier, the cabinet, and the Cham
ber of Deputies. In fact, however, the decision was largely the work of the 
president and the premier. Britain was a constitutional monarchy with 
cabinet government. Formally, the prime minister and the cabinet, some 
fifteen or twenty of his appointees, had "the power." The decision for war 
required a majority vote in cabinet, and a tiny minority led by Edward 
Grey, the foreign secretary, generated that majority and brought about 
the final decision. The American constitution stipulates that "Congress 
shall have the Power ... to declare War." However, the decision in 1917 
was largely the work of one man, Woodrow Wilson. 

Another constitutional factor deserves some consideration. Over the 
long term, the "power of the purse" came to be vested with a representa
tive legislature. In Germany, for example, the Reichstag had the authority 
to say "no" to the war budget. It is one of the great "what ifs" of history: 
What if a majority had voted "no" on 4 August? But that did not happen, 
a problem that deserves some attention. The issue comes up regularly 
in leftist historiography, the Socialist parties, presumably, being the most 
likely nay-sayers. I8 

One important implication follows from our guiding assumptions. A 
decision for war made by individuals, by a small coterie, means that 
contingency is very likely. Misinformation, weak nerves, ego strength, 
misjudgment of intentions, misjudgment of consequences, and difficulties 
in timing are inherent in the process. Put differently, diverse choices are 
easy to imagine. 

Arguments focused on the "big" causes, on the so-called structural 
factors, assume highly determined processes. Those "ineluctable" forces 
would yield a given outcome regardless of the character or concerns of the 
decision makers. Nationalism, for example, would be an irresistible force. 
Its "power" would be felt by any and all decision makers. But the choice 
of interpretative options, whether coterie and contingency or powerful 

18 None of the 78 Socialist deputies voted against war credits on 4 August (although 14 
had indicated opposition in the prior caucus). See Richard N. Hunt, German Social 
Democracy 1918-1933 (New Haven, 1964), p. 22. The Prussian police had carefully 
investigated the party, checking for likely Socialist initiatives, but eventually shelved 
plans to arrest the party's leaders. See Dieter Groh, Negative Integration und revolu
tionarer Attentismus: Die deutsche Sozialdemokratie am Vorabend des Ersten Weltkrieges 
(Frankfurt, Berlin, and Vienna, 1973). For com para ble investigations in France, see Jean
Jacques Becker, Le Carnet B: Les Pouvoirs publics et l'antimilitarisme avant la guerre 
de 1914 (Paris, 1973). See also Georges Haupt, Socialism and the Great War: The Col
lapse of the Second Intemational (Oxford, 1972), ch. 9; and James Joll, The Second 
International 1889-1914, rev. ed. (London, 1974), ch. 7. 
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16 Richard F. Hamilton and Holger H. Herwig 

compelling structures, should not depend on a priori stipulation. Both 
logic and evidence should be central to the decision. 

The "Big" Causes 

One of the earliest works dealing with the origins of the war, the com
pendious revisionist history, The Origins of the World War, by Sidney 
Bradshaw Fay (1928), begins with a chapter on the "Immediate and 
Underlying Causes. "'9 Fay discusses the early readings on the subject, 
reviews and comments on recently published documents, and finally con
siders the underlying causes. He reviews five of these: the system of secret 
alliances, militarism, nationalism, economic imperialism, and the newspa
per press. Four of those causes appear routinely in present-day histories, 
but the argument of newspaper agitation has largely disappeared. 20 Many 
accounts add another cause, social Darwinism, to the basic list. And some 
a uthors offer still another, the argument of "domestic sources." This holds 
that the powers, some or all of them, chose war to head off or to quell inter
nal dissent. Another option, one that appeared immediately after the war's 
end, is the argument of a "slide." The Great War, it is argued, was an acci
dent; it was neither intended nor foreseen by any of the decision makers. 
This argument, clearly, differs significantly from the others on our list. 

Some initial comment on Fay's and subsequent "causes" is appropri
ate. We first discuss the alliance-systems argument, and then consider the 
others in the following sequence: nationalism, social Darwinism, imperial
ism, militarism, the newspaper press, domestic sources, and the argument 
of a "slide." Some authors understandably offer a ninth possibility, that 
of multiple causation, or combinations of the above. Social Darwinism, 
for example, stimulated imperialism, which in turn justified the expansion 
of armies and navies. 

19 Sidney Bradshaw Fay, The Origins of the World War, 2 vols. (New York, 1930). This 
is the second, revised edition, later reprinted by the Free Press-Macmillan in 1966. The 
first volume provides a detailed history of the alliances. The other factors are considered 
but without the same system and detail. On Fay's importance in the historiography of 
the war, see Holger H. Herwig, "Clio Deceived: Patriotic Self-Censorship in Germany 
After the Great War," International Security 12 (1987): 5-44; and John W. Langdon, July 
I9I4: The Long Debate, I9I8-I990 (New York, 1991), ch. 2. 

20 See, e.g., Richard Goff, Walter Moss, Janice Terry, and Jiu-Hwa Upshur, eds., The 
Twentieth Century: A Brief Global History, 4th ed. (New York, 1994), pp. 102-10. 
Their discussion begins with the Sarajevo assassination, then proceeds to the "com
bustible atmosphere" that led to the "all-consuming fire." They review four background 
factors: nationalism, imperialism, militarism, and the alliance system. 
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World Wars: Definitions and Causes 

The "alliance system" refers to the network of mutual obligations, a 
set of treaties that presumably determined the August 1914 choices. As of 
1907, Europe was divided between two power blocs: the Triple Alliance of 
Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy and the entente cordiale of France, 
Russia, and Great Britain. Some readings, following the 1920S revision
ism, talk of the binding character of those obligations. Some, the more 
relaxed formulations, talk only of their constraining character. Again, 
some differentiation is needed. 

A brief analysis of the various alliances is necessary either to validate or 
to deny the deterministic character (or power) of this argument. First, the 
"purely defensive Agreement" between Austria-Hungary and Germany 
of 7 October 1879 pledged the two contracting parties to "come to the 
assistance one of the other with the whole war strength of their Empire" 
in case "one of the two Empires be attacked by Russia." In case one 
of the contracting parties was attacked by "another Power," the other 
"binds itself not only not to support the aggressor," but also "to ob
serve at least a benevolent neutral attitude towards its fellow Contracting 
Party."2I Since there was no Serbian attack on Austria-Hungary in June
July 1914, Germany was not contractually bound under the Dual Al
liance of 1879 to issue the famous "blank check" to Austria-Hungary on 
5 July. 

In May 1882, Berlin and Vienna extended their alliance to include 
Italy. The Triple Alliance bound all three states to observe "a benevolent 
neutrality" in case one was threatened by a "Great Power nonsignatory 
to the present Treaty." In case France attacked Italy, Austria-Hungary and 
Germany promised "to lend help and assistance with all their forces"; in 
case France attacked Germany, "this same obligation shall devolve upon 
Italy." Article III of the treaty stated that if one or two of the "High 
Contracting Parties" were attacked and engaged in a war "with two or 
more Great Powers nonsignatory to the present Treaty, the casus foederis 
will arise simultaneously for all the High Contracting Parties." 22 Thus, in 
1914 France and Russia would have had to attack Austria-Hungary and 
Germany for the casus foederis (literally, a case within the stipulations of 
the treaty) to have applied for Italy. The Triple Alliance was renegotiated 
in 1887, 1891, 1902, and 1912. 

21 From Alfred Franzis Pribram, ed., The Secret Treaties of Austria-Hungary 1879-1914, 
2 vols. (New York, 1967), vol. I, pp. 25-31. The treaty was renewed in March 1883 and 
then became part of the Triple Alliance. 

22 Ibid., pp. 65-9. 
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18 Richard F. Hamilton and Holger H. Herwig 

In October 1883, Austria-Hungary signed an alliance with Romania. 
The "High Contracting Powers" agreed not to enter into an alliance 
"directed against anyone of the States"; more specifically, Austria
Hungary promised "help and assistance" against any aggressor that 
threatened Romania.1.3 Germany acceded to the treaty later that same 
year; Italy in May 1888. The Romanian extension of the Triple Alliance 
was renegotiated in 1892, 1896, 1902, and 1913. In 1914, Romania was 
attacked by no "aggressor" and hence there was no cause to invoke the 
1883 treaty. 

Many historians have focused on Austria-Hungary's annexation of 
Bosnia-Herzegovina in 1908 as a key step on the road to war in 1914. 
Under Article 25 of the Treaty of Berlin, 13 July 1878, the two Turkish 
provinces were to be "occupied and administered by Austria-Hungary," 
but to remain officially Ottoman. But that changed, in June 1881, when 
Austria-Hungary, Germany, and Russia agreed under the terms of the 
Three Emperors' League that Vienna "reserves the right to annex [Bosnia 
and Herzegovina] at whatever moment she shall deem opportune."1.4 

While the Three Emperors' League eventually lapsed, in May 1897 
Austria-Hungary and Russia signed an agreement whereby St. Petersburg 
accepted Vienna's right, "when the moment arrives," to "substitute" for 
the present status of occupation and garrisoning of Bosnia-Herzegovina 
"that of annexation."1.5 Then, in October 1904, Austria-Hungary and 
Russia negotiated a "Promise of Mutual Neutrality." Both signatories 
agreed to "persevere" in their "conservative policy to be followed in the 
Balkan countries." In case one of the "two Powers" found itself in a war 
with a "third Power," that is, with a non-Balkan power, the other would 
"observe a loyal and absolute neutrality. "1.6 

In 1908, Alois Lexa von Aehrenthal, Austria-Hungary's foreign min
ister, proceeded with the annexation, but only after first securing the 
agreement of his Russian counterpart, Alexander Izvolskii. Subsequently, 
however, other members of the Russian government, shocked at what 
they saw as a betrayal of the Serbs and the Slav cause, and thus of Russian 
public opinion and prestige, forced its repudiation. Izvolskii then denied 
any agreement, and Austria-Hungary, understandably, threatened to ex
pose the lie. In this case, annexation was "authorized" by the prior secret 

23 Ibid., pp. 79-83. 
24 Ralph R. Menning, ed., The Art of the Possible: Documents on Great Power Diplomacy, 

1814-1914 (New York, 1996), p. 201. 

25 Pribram, ed., The Secret Treaties, vol. 2, pp. 185-95' 
26 Ibid., pp. 237-9. 
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World Wars: Definitions and Causes 19 

treaty. But for Russia the practical realities of the moment - rather than 
any hard treaty calculus - effectively nullified that "understanding." 
Finally, the murder at Sarajevo on 28 June 1914 demanded absolutely 
nothing of (and certainly constituted no casus foederis for) the signa
tories of the treaties discussed above: Austria-Hungary, Germany, Italy, 
Romania, and, by special extension, Russia. 

With regard to the Allies, their several "alliances" were of disparate 
character. The Military Convention between France and Russia of August 
1892 - cemented by the Franco-Russian Alliance of January 1894 -
was a firm pledge of support. Russia promised to attack Germany if 
France were attacked by Germany "or by Italy supported by Germany"; 
France, for her part, promised to attack Germany if Russia were attacked 
by Germany "or by Austria supported by Germany." In case one or 
all of the powers of the Triple Alliance mobilized, France and Russia 
"without the necessity of any previous concert" would also mobilize. 
France promised to put 1.3 million and Russia 700,000 or 800,000 men 
into the field at once.27 

Great Britain abandoned its policy of "splendid isolation" in January 
1902 by concluding an agreement with Japan, whereby both powers, 
should they become involved in a war with another power, pledged to 
"maintain a strict neutrality." Furthermore, the two states promised to 
come to the "assistance" of one another in case "any other Power or 
Powers should join in hostilities against that ally. "28 

Beyond that, Britain had no binding alliance commitments. The links 
to France and to Russia established in 1904 and 1907 had a limited fo
cus. In fact, they were rather imprecise, a series of bilateral agreements 
eventually called the entente cordiale. In April 1904, Britain and France 
buried long-standing colonial rivalries in a convention whereby France 
agreed to cooperate with the British occupation of Egypt while Britain 
agreed to support France in Morocco. Article 9 stated that London and 
Paris would "agree to afford one another their diplomatic support."29 

It was, as the name indicates, an "understanding" as opposed to a firm 
commitment. In August 1907, Great Britain signed a convention with 
Russia relating to Persia, Afghanistan, and Tibet. The two powers agreed 

27 Michael Hurst, ed., Key Treaties for the Great Powers 1814-1914, 2 vols. (Newton 
Abbot, U.K., 1972), vol. 2, pp. 668-9; and Menning, ed., The Art of the Possible, p. 247. 

28 Hurst, ed., Key Treaties, vol. 2, pp. 726-7. 
29 Convention of 8 April 1904. British and Foreign State Papers, 170 vols. (London, 1841-

1968), vol. 99, p. 229. 
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20 Richard E Hamilton and Holger H. Herwig 

to divide Persia into Russian, British, and "neutral" zones. But the con
vention's real importance lay in two areas: first, in the fact that London 
and St. Petersburg decided "to settle by mutual agreement" their often 
conflicting claims "on the Continent of Asia"30 and, second, that the two 
clearly intended to exclude Germany from Persia and Central Asia and to 
limit its penetration of the Middle East. The convention did not include 
a single word about military matters, nor did it use the word "alliance" 
to describe the new Anglo-Russian relationship. 

As of I August 1914, neither France nor Russia had attacked either 
Austria-Hungary or Germany. But at that point, Germany declared war 
on Russia, the first such move by a major power, that being followed 
by a second declaration, on 3 August, against France. Berlin was treat
ing the French and Russian mobilizations as equivalent to an attack. The 
"without direct provocation" clause also leaves room for interpretation. 
Pointing to Austria-Hungary's forceful behavior with regard to Serbia, 
Italy "opted out," that is, chose not to join with her alliance partnersY 
Italy's leaders then solicited and received offers from both sides and ulti
mately entered the war on the side of the entente. 

Russia was not obliged by any alliance to come to the aid of Serbia. 
The Russian response had no "contractual" basis. The Franco-Russian 
alliance of 1892-94, as previously shown, did have a binding character: 
Both powers agreed to mobilize their forces in case those of the Triple 
Alliance, or of one of the Powers composing it, mobilized. Quite apart 
from "the letter" of the agreement, the leaders of the two nations were gen
erally disposed to accept those terms. But even in this relationship, there 
were sources of concern and anxiety. Each needed the other, but it was 
a relationship filled with unsettling moments. Would the partner honor 
the commitment? Or would fear and anxiety obviate formal contractual 
agreements? When Britain and France signed their entente in 1904, for 
example, St. Petersburg feared this accommodation might prompt Paris to 
renege on its treaty obligation in the case of a Russian clash with Britain. 
In the wake of the Russo-Japanese War, there was deep-seated fear in 
Petersburg whether the French might reassess the value of the alliance 
in the wake of Russia's humiliating defeat. Thus, during joint staff talks 
held at Paris in April 1906, the tsar's General Staff "consistently" but 

30 Convention of 31 August 1907, in Hurst, ed., Key Treaties, vol. 2, pp. 805-9. 
3' Italy's leaders based their decision, in part, on the provocation clause. The alliance also 

required that the partners be given information prior to any aggressive action. But Italy 
was not told beforehand of the ultimatum to Serbia. For more detail, see Chapter II. 
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World Wars: Definitions and Causes 21 

"fraudulently" reassured their French counterparts that the war and the 
resulting revolution had not reduced Russia's defense capabilitiesY 

Finally, one of the most famous of all the various treaties also deserves 
mention. Austria, Britain, France, Prussia, and Russia in April 1839 had 
agreed to respect and defend recently created Belgium as "an Independent 
and perpetually Neutral State."33 For a decade prior to 1914, however, 
Germany's key strategic plan involved the violation of that neutrality, a 
plan that was ultimately implemented. France's strategic planning at vari
ous points also involved an incursion into Belgium. In the days just before 
the German invasion, leaders in Berlin made two attempts at negotiation, 
offering to reward Belgium and Britain in some way if the passage of 
German troops through Belgium were permitted. Both offers were re
fused. Germany's leaders were surprised at the lack of "realism" in those 
responses. 34 

At a key cabinet meeting in late July 1914, British Foreign Secretary 
Grey presented an array of documents intended to generate support for 
intervention. One item presented, probably unintended, was an excerpt 
from a William Gladstone speech from 1870 in which the then prime 
minister declared that he was 

not able to subscribe to the doctrine ... that the simple fact of the existence of a 
guarantee is binding on every party to it irrespectively altogether of the particular 
position in which it may find itself at the time when the occasion for acting on the 
guarantee arises. The great authorities upon foreign policy to whom I have been 
accustomed to listen - such as Lord Aberdeen and Lord Palmerston - never, to 
my knowledge, took that rigid and, if I may say so, that impracticable view of a 
guarantee. 35 

An even more telling comment on the merit of treaties was made 
by Italy's king, Vittorio Emmanuele III. Angered by Austria-Hungary's 
takeover of Bosnia-Herzegovina in 1908, he told the American ambas
sador, commenting on the Triple Alliance: "I am more than ever con
vinced of the utter worthlessness of treaties or any agreements written on 
paper. They are worth the value of the paper. The only real strength lies in 

32 Fuller, Strategy and Power, pp. 414-15. 
33 Menning, ed., The Art of the Possible, p. 43. 
34 See V. R. Berghahn, Germany and the Approach of War in 1914 (Basingstoke and 

London, 1993), pp. 218-1 9. 
35 Quoted in Keith Wilson, ed., Decisions for War, 1914 (New York, 1994), ch. 7 (by 

Wilson), "Britain," p. 189. 
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22 Richard F. Hamilton and Holger H. Herwig 

bayonets and cannon."36 For both men, clearly, the immediate context 
and resulting interests counted for more than the obligations of any 
treaty. 

One further observation with respect to the treaties is needed. Most 
postwar accounts provide what might be described as "open-book" nar
ratives. But many of the treaties were secret or, more precisely, were in
tended to be secret. The analysis of the August 1914 decisions therefore 
must also ask the following questions: How much was known? And how 
accurate was that knowledge? 

The next four causes - nationalism, social Darwinism, imperialism, and 
militarism - all supposedly have cultural roots. All four demands begin 
with attitudes or preferences said to be widely held among "the masses." 
In that respect, then, they may be subjected to some common lines of 
criticism. Each of these causes should be considered at three "levels": those 
of mass belief, the advocacy groups, and the decision makers' responses. 

The key problem with respect to the mass outlooks is their indeter
minacy. Many assertions put forth with respect to these factors appear 
in what might be termed the "declarationist" mode, that is, unsupported 
statements of frequency and weight or importance. The problem is that 
with no serious public opinion surveys prior to the mid-twentieth century, 
we have no satisfactory indication of the prevalence, intensity, or import 
of any "mass" attitude. It is easy to declare that "fervent nationalist" 
views were held by some tens of millions. But given the lack of serious ev
idence, the appropriate response to such judgments is another declaration, 
an unambiguous "don't know." Unsupported declarations of frequency 
and intensity, especially if widely shared, hide ignorance. Worse, still, they 
discourage thought and investigation.37 

36 William A. Renzi, "Italy'S Neutrality and Entrance into the Great War: A Re
examination," American Historical Review 73 (1968): 1414. 

37 Although obviously problematic, the single-minded advocacy of favored theses is a per
sistent problem in the academic world. As a corrective, see the important article by 
T. C. Chamberlin, "The Method of Multiple Working Hypotheses, " Science 148 (1965): 

754-9· 
When faced with apodictic declarations of frequency, one useful response is to con

sider alternative substantive possibilities. As opposed to the implicit 70 to 80 percent 
claims (the portion of ardent nationalists), one might suggest (or declare) 2 or at best 
4 percent and invite presentation of contrary evidence. A similar problem appears with 
regard to divisions of opinion, a frequent assumption being sharp opposition with high 
levels of commitment on both sides - all persons either pro or con. Contemporary 
public opinion polls routinely find large numbers of other choices - "don't know" Of 

"no answer." Another familiar possibility is "none of the above." In Romeo and Juliet, 
Mercutio's last comment on the contention in Padua was "a plague '0 both your houses." 
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We have better evidence with respect to the supportive associations -
the advocacy groups - although even here the quantity is limited and the 
quality often questionable. We can often find data on total membership of 
such organizations. But rarely do we find indications of intensity, of how 
many of the members were active, how many inactive, how many lapsed. 
We rarely find a time series showing membership trends over the course of 
key decades. Associations, with rare exceptions, inflate the membership 
figures and exaggerate their influence.38 

Another frequent problem appears in this connection: partial or one
sided presentations. Information on nationalist sentiments and organiza
tions is reported at length, but no equivalent account of internationalist 
tendencies is provided. The same holds with respect to the militarism
pacifism pair. Social Darwinism was widespread, to be sure, but opposi
tion to those views was probably also widespread, especially in the major 
religious bodies. 

In contrast to our knowledge of "mass sentiment" and of the orga
nizations, our knowledge of the decision-making coteries is extensive. 
But here too one finds a serious gap. Were the members of the coteries 
responding to the demands of the masses? Or to the demands of organi
zations representing them? Or were they fending off mass demands? Or
another possibility - were they simply indifferent to such importunities? 
The German kaiser, very upset by the July Crisis, referred to the coming 
struggle as one between "Teutons and Slavs." Was he simply mouthing a 
common cliche? Or was he moved by social Darwinist beliefs when 
he made the key decision for war? Or was his decision based on some 
strategic concerns, on Germany's place within Europe? The basic prob
lem here is the failure to specify the connections: How did the alleged 
cause, those "mass" sentiments, affect the decision makers in July 19I4? 

Nationalism, the second of the causes reviewed here, appears in all 
countries of Europe, and those sentiments clearly gained importance in the 
course of the nineteenth century)9 Textbooks routinely cite two principal 

38 Most accounts stressing the size or impact of a given belief do not provide even the most 
rudimentary estimates of strength - membership as percentage of the eligible popula
tion, of all adults, or, if routinely gendered, of all adult males. For further discussion 
and evidence on these questions, see Richard F. Hamilton, Mass Society, Pluralism, and 
Bureaucracy: Explication, Assessment, and Commentary (Westport, Conn., 200I), ch. 2. 

39 For an amazing assemblage of relevant quotations on this theme, see L. L. Farrar, Jr., 
"Villain of the Peace: Nationalism and the Causes of World War I," Canadian Review of 
Studies in Nationalism 22 (I995): 53-66. Roughly 400 sources are cited. As presented, 
however, those quotations "stand alone," i.e., without any indication of evidence in their 
support, e.g., that in Germany "the tide of patriotism engulfed the whole country." 
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24 Richard F. Hamilton and Holger H. Herwig 

sources for this development: the extension of compulsory education and, 
apart from Britain, the requirement of universal military service. Those 
"broad brush" depictions, however, are best seen as plausible but untested 
hypotheses. 

Basic literacy increased considerably in the course of the previous cen
tury, a fact often cited as a source of the "new" nationalism. Teachers and 
textbooks did probably help to create a national sense, imposing a com
mon language (as opposed to local or regional dialects) and giving some 
sense of a larger shared heritage. For France, Eugen Weber has suggested 
that schools were very effective at creating "cultural homogeneity" by the 
turn of the century and instilling patriotic sentiments in their pupils. But 
even Weber concedes that no broad survey of "national consciousness 
and patriotism" was ever undertaken in the nineteenth century, and that 
hence he is working with "rather thin evidence."40 

One should consider some additional questions. How many of those 
schooled in the early '90S would have been enthusiastic supporters of a 
national cause in I9I4? How many would have given primacy to "the 
national interest," putting it ahead of the lives, health, and well-being of 
their immediate families? How many would have been indifferent - or 
opposed - to involvement in those distant locations, in Bosnia, Serbia, 
Alsace, or East Prussia? In July 1913, France passed a law increasing the 
period of military service from two to three years. Weber thinks that ma
jority opinion in France was opposed to the change. The subsequent issue, 
paying the costs, brought strenuous opposition, the theme, in elections 
fought out in the spring of 1914, being "no new taxes."41 

Some accounts focus on nationalistic social movements and pressure 
groups, Pan-Germans and Pan-Slavs receiving much of this attention. One 
might consider an alternative hypothesis: For every member in Pan-Slav 
or Pan-German organizations, there were 100 nonorganized "Iocalists," 
persons who would put family welfare above all elseY Again, even if 

40 Eugen Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen: The Modernization of Rural France 1870-1914 
(Stanford, I976), pp. 99-I04, 332-8. See also Weber's The Nationalist Revival in France, 
1905-1914 (Berkeley, I968). The nationalism of I905-I4, he writes, "was a product of 
Paris. It never went much beyond, and, even in Paris, it remained a minority movement, 
trying to compensate in violence and vociferation for the paucity of its numbers" (p. I45). 

4' Weber, Nationalist Revival, chs. II and I2. 
42 For some sense of the complications involved, see Barbara Jelavich, Russia's Balkan 

Entanglements, 1806-1914 (Cambridge, I99I), pp. 34,93, I35, I57-8, I70, 208-IO. 
Panslavism, a diverse and changing set of plans, she writes, had an influence on pub
lic opinion "among the educated sections of Russian society." Those ideas "did playa 
role in foreign policy in both a positive and negative direction" (p. 34). See also Roger 
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the numbers could be determined, one must still ask about the flows of 
influence: Were the decision makers responding to the organizations? Or 
were they moved by different, more immediate concerns? Again, informa
tion on the specific lines of influence and the possible effects is routinely 
omitted. 

It is possible that military service helped generate nationalist outlooks. 
But an opposite hypothesis should also be considered, namely, that ser
vice in the military generated hostility, resentment, or disdain. Civilian 
careers were interrupted, the learning of job skills, apprenticeship, and 
on-the-job training were postponed. Marriage was delayed. For a couple 
of years, one had to suffer the daily importunities of officers and noncom
missioned officers. Unfortunately, we have little serious evidence dealing 
with "mass" reactions to military experience. 

We do have one unambiguous bit of "hard" evidence on this subject: 
No nation had universal military training. In the North German Confed
eration, Otto von Bismarck in an "iron" army law in 1867 put a limit 
of 1 percent (of the total population) on the numbers called up for ser
vice, a limit that was generally accepted, welcomed even, by Germany's 
military leaders.43 Universal service would have brought in hundreds of 
thousands of working-class sons who, so the leaders thought, might be 
persons of questionable loyalty. In 1914, out of a potential of 10.4 million 
men between the service ages of twenty and forty-five, almost 5.4 million 
(52 percent) had not served, primarily because the state found it too ex
pensive to train all of its eligible males. In August 1914, accordingly, there 
would have been much opportunity for volunteers, and thus such figures 
provide another measure of nationalist sentiments. The German press, on 

Chickering, We Men Who Feel Most Germml: A Cultural Study of the Pan-German 
League I886-I9I4 (London, 1984). The founders thought the Pan-German League 
would be "a massive organization." Shortly after the turn of the century, however, "the 
number of members began to decline steadily after reaching a peak of a little over 23,000" 
(pp. 103-4). Most of the members were from the upper or upper middle class. Gustav 
Schmoller estimated that Germany's upper middle class contained 2.75 million families 
(p. 107). The Navy League, by far the largest of the patriotic societies, is said to have had 
"well over 300,000 members" in 1913 (p. 205). An obvious question is, Is that a credible 
number? The league's paper, Die Flotte, puts the number for 1914 at 331,493. Although 
presumably a powerful organization, naval appropriations had recently been cut and the 
funds shifted to the army. In 1914, the German Peace Society had but 10,000 members. 
Die biirgerlichen Parteien in Deutschland: Handbuch der Geschichte der burgerlichen 
Parteien und anderer burgerlicher Interessenorganisationen vom Vormarz bis zum Jahre 
I945, 2 vols. (Berlin, 1968), vol. I, pp. 364,432. 

43 Wiegand Schmidt-Rich berg, "Die Regierungszeit Wilhelms II," Handbuch zur deutschen 
Militargeschichte I648-I939, 5 vols. (Munich, 1979), vol. 3, pp. 55-8. 
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II August, stated that "over 1,300,000 men" had volunteered. But the 
actual numbers were considerably smaller. In Prussia, which contained 
roughly three-fifths of Germany's population, the number of volunteers 
as of that date was 260,672 (of which 143,922 were accepted).44 

A third cause, one not included on Sidney Fay's list, is social Darwinism. 
Put simply, the "men of 1914" were smitten with the notion that Charles 
Darwin's theories of natural selection could be transferred to the develop
ment of human society. From Herbert Spencer in Britain to Ernst Hackel 
in Germany, from Ludwig Gumplowicz in Austria to Jakov A. Novikov 
in Russia, and from Georges Vacher de Lapouge in France to William 
Graham Sumner in the United States, the social Darwinists argued that 
life was a constant struggle to survive. Those most fit did survive, and 
the others perished. The history of nations and empires, as they saw it, 
was a constant pattern of "rise and fall." To stand still meant to decline
and to die.45 

Central and critical to the social Darwinist debate were the glorifica
tion of war, the notion of its inevitability, and the concept that nations 
constituted distinct and separate "races." Men as diverse in their up
bringing and education as Cecil Rhodes of Britain, Theodore Roosevelt 
of the United States, and Friedrich von Bernhardi of Germany all to vary
ing degrees embraced Rudyard Kipling's notion, to "Take up the White 
Man's Burden." For some, God himself had created the trial of peoples, 
the test of war. Thus, the Great Moralist, Woodrow Wilson, could send 
troops to Mexico to uphold western civilization (and God). In Germany, 
Hunold von Ahlefeld, one of Admiral Alfred von Tirpitz's department 
chiefs, stated the position clearly in a private letter in 1898. "The struggle 
for life exists among individuals, provinces, parties and states. The latter 
wage it either by the use of arms or in the economic field - we cannot help 
this - ergo we wage it; those who don't want to, will perish. "46 In Britain, 
Nathaniel Barnaby in his Naval Development of the Century (1904) re
minded his countrymen of the harsh connection between natural selection 

44 Jeffrey Verhey, The Spirit of I9I4: Militarism, Myth, and Mobilization in Germany 
(Cambridge, 2000), p. 97. 

45 See Winfried Baumgart, Imperialism: The Idea and Reality of British and French Colonial 
Expansion, I88o-I9I4 (Oxford, 1982), pp. 82-90; Paul Crook, Darwinism, War and 
History: The Debate over the Biology of War from the "Origin of Species" to the First 
World War (Cambridge, 1994); and Mike Hawkins, Social Darwinism in European and 
American Thought, I86o-I945 (Cambridge, 1997). 

46 Cited in Volker R. Berghahn, Sarajewo, 28. funi I9I4: Der Untergang des alten Europas 
(Munich, 1997), p. 49. 
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and trial by war. "While injustice and unrighteousness exist in the world, 
the sword, the rifled breechloader and the torpedo boat become part of 
the world's evolutionary machinery."47 

But again one must put the critical question: How did this" background 
factor" lead to the decisions of August 19J4? What were the mechanisms 
linking the ideology and the decisions? Were the various coteries driven 
by that belief or were they moved by more immediate political concerns? 

The imperialism argument, our fourth cause, also requires some addi
tional consideration. A first observation: One must differentiate.48 Britain 
had the world's largest empire. Russia, the second largest, also had im
mense holdings. France had a much smaller empire, one-tenth the size of 
Britain's. Germany had some modest holdings, most of them economic 
losers. Austria-Hungary had no off-continent empire and showed no seri
ous interest in gaining one. The lessons are, first, that the five major powers 
would have had markedly different imperial agendas and, second, that 
any analysis focusing on impacts must specify the "interests" or "needs" 
sensed by the various groups of decision makers. 

One can point to advocacy groups, to the Empire League and the 
German Kolonialverein. But, as with the other factors discussed here, 
one must again ask about weight, importance, and impact. As opposed to 
an insistent magnification bias, one should again consider an alternative 
hypothesis: 100 nonmembers for everyone so engaged. Put differently, 
that would mean a hundred indifferent or opposed persons for every 
member wishing to see the nation's presence in Fashoda, South Africa, 
Southwest Africa, China, the Philippines, or Ethiopia. 

Obviously, the decision makers of most of the powers (and those of 
some minor powers or aspirants) were driven by some imperialist con
cerns: Most of them wanted colonies. That "interest" often proved an 
astonishing mistake. The colonies, on the whole, were not profitable. The 
returns, typically, were limited, and the costs of policing, administration, 
and defense against other contenders were often enormous. This conclu
sion was argued in Britain by important liberals, by Jeremy Bentham, 
Richard Cobden, John Hobson, and many others. James Mill described 
the empire as "a vast system of outdoor relief for the upper classes. "49 

47 Baumgart, Imperialism, p. 88. 
48 Richard F. Hamilton, Marxism, Revisionism, and Leninism: Explication, Assessment, 

and Commentary (Westport, Conn., 2000), ch. 4. 
49 A. P. Thornton, The Imperial Idea and Its Enemies: A Study in British Power 

(London, 1959); C.]. Lowe, The Reluctant Imperialists: British Foreign Policy, I878-
I902 (New York, 1969); and Lance E. Davis and Robert A. Huttenback, Mammon 
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Again, Imperial Germany provides a convenient test. Its colonies never 
fulfilled their promise as the new EI Dorado: The aggregate value of 
Berlin's commerce with its colonies between 1894 and 1913 remained 
less than what was spent on them. Kiaochow alone received more than 
200 million Goldmark in subsidies. Of the Reich's total trade, a mere 
0.5 percent was with its colonies. Only one in every thousand Germans 
leaving the homeland chose to go to the colonies (5,495 people by 1904).50 
Colonies, in short, were mainly a sign of German power and prestige. 

But few appreciated the logic and evidence of colonial ventures, and 
the ruling coteries, with rare exception, continued their "forward move
ment." Russia's leaders were true believers, effectively agreeing with V. I. 
Lenin's later publication on the subject. At enormous cost, Russia pushed 
to the East, building the world's longest railway line (single track), de
veloping Pacific ports, and, ultimately, taking over an important Chinese 
province, Manchuria. William C. Fuller summarizes the result as follows: 

Russia had carelessly acquired a new Eastern empire but lacked the manpower and 
revenue to maintain it. Attempts to encourage Russian colonization in Manchuria 
were unsuccessful. [Sergei] Witte's expectations about the monetary gains Russia 
would realize from its special position there also proved illusory. Despite all 
the efforts that Petersburg made to make Manchuria a captive market for Russian 
goods, Russia still continued to run a huge trade deficit with China .... Nor 
did Manchuria prove to be conspicuously fertile soil for Russian industrial 
enterprise .... [Russia] failed utterly to integrate the population of Manchuria 
into its economy: since Russia had gotten involved in the provinces, only two 
Russian factories had been started there, and those were distilleries that produced 
liquor mainly for the Russian army of occupationY 

We are regularly invited to think about informed, rational, calculating 
elites. But opposite hypotheses are always useful; in this case, for exam
ple, that the decision-making coteries were uninformed or ignorant. One 
might also consider a social-psychological possibility, that some kind of 
"groupthink" was operating. The logic of imperialism seemed plausible; 
"everyone" was doing it. Bismarck, interestingly, was an exception to 
this rule, one not moved by such peer pressure. Recognizing the costs, he 
ended Germany's limited imperialist effort (while recommending it to 

and the Pursuit of Empire: The Political Economy of British Imperialism, I86o-19I2 
(Cambridge, 1986). 

50 Holger H. Herwig, "Luxury" Fleet: The Imperial German Navy 1888-1918 (London 
and Atlantic Highlands, 1987), pp. 105-8. 

51 Fuller, Strategy and Power, p. 374. 
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World Wars: Definitions and Causes 29 

others, e.g., to France),52 Subsequently, Wilhelm II was an ardent advo
cate of Weltpolitik, calling for naval expansion and for overseas empire. 

An important lesson about the causal dynamics appears in the Austro
Hungarian experience. The interest there, in 1912-14, came largely 
from political leaders, specifically, from Foreign Minister Count Leopold 
Berchtold, who saw some opportunity in Anatolia. But his plans faced 
a serious difficulty: "the almost complete lack of interest on the part of 
commercial circles in the Monarchy." Those circles evidenced "absolutely 
no pressure to found colonies - this had to be stirred up artificially by the 
government." The Anatolian venture, F. R. Bridge states, "was based on 
the old quest for prestige, or, rather, on that concern to avoid losing pres
tige which was to become a neurotic obsession in Vienna in the last years 
of peace." 53 

The imperialism argument exploded anew in 1961 when, with specific 
reference to the German context, the Hamburg historian Fritz Fischer pub
lished his provocative book Griff nach der Weltmacht, wherein he posited 
that Germany in July 1914 had embarked on an explicit "grab for world 
power." 54 The book shattered the calm of Germany's historical profession 
because Fischer had reopened the wound of Imperial Germany's "guilt" 
in starting World War I. Coming on the heels of the ashes occasioned 
by Germany's second "bid for world power" in 1939-45, Fischer's opus 
outraged his colleagues and ushered in two decades of debate concerning 
both the origins of the war in 1914 and the place of German imperialism 
therein. 

Fischer's argument was as brutal as it was simple. From 1890 on, he 
argued, Germany had pursued world power. In its drive for colonies 
and imperial trade, it had offended established powers such as Britain 
and France, but also other upstarts such as Japan and the United States. 
This course of Weltpolitik was deeply rooted within German economic, 

52 On Bismarck's brief and puzzling imperialist efforts, see Woodruff D. Smith, The 
German Colonial Empire (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1978); and John Lowe, The Great Powers: 
Imperialism and the German Problem, I965-I925 (London, 1994). For Bismarck's 
encouragement of French imperialism, see Allan Mitchell, Bismarck and the French 
Nation IS4S-IS90 (New York, 1971), pp. 93-5; and Fritz Stern, Gold and Iron: 
Bismarck, Bleichroder, and the Building of the German Empire (New York, 1977), 

PP·330 -1. 

53 F. R. Bridge, "Tarde venientibus ossa: Austro-Hungarian Colonial Aspirations in Asia 
Minor 1913-1914," Middle Eastern Studies 6 (1970): 319-30, esp. pp. 322 and 319. 

54 Fritz Fischer, Griff nach der Weltmacht: Die Kriegszielpolitik des kaiserlichen Deutsch
land I9I4IIS (Dusseldorf, 1961). The third, revised edition was translated into English 
under the innocuous title, Germany's Aims in the First World War (New York, 1967). 
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Richard F. Hamilton and Holger H. Herwig 

political, military, and social structures. Both moderates and annexation
ists, both civilian and military leaders, Fischer suggested, had steered a 
course of aggressive imperialism under Wilhelm II. The German govern
ment's infamous 1914 "September program" of war aims - which ranged 
from bases in both the Atlantic and the Pacific oceans to colonies in the Far 
East and in Africa - was but the formal enunciation of desires and aims 
present well before then. More, Fischer suggested that this "imperialism" 
dominated Germany's wartime drive for expansion and refusal to mediate 
that conflict, that it survived the Great War largely intact, and that it found 
new vigor in the barbaric racial and settlement policies of the Third Reich 
in the East. In other words, there existed continuity in the course and 
shape of German imperialism from Wilhelm II to Adolf Hitler. Neither 
the outbreak of World War I nor that of World World II were "industrial 
accidents" (Betriebsunfalle), as some of Germany's more conservative his
torians had argued. In the wake of the Fischer debate, no historian could 
ignore his emphasis on the centrality of imperialism among the causative 
factors behind the decision for war in July-August 1914.55 We return to 
Fischer's "imperialism" argument in Chapter 5. 

Militarism is the next factor on what might be termed the standard list 
of causes.56 The nations of Europe were engaged in a serious arms race, 
escalating the size and capacity of their armed forces. This hypothesis 
obviously has two aspects: one mass and one elite. The masses were mo
bilized perhaps by those nationalist or social Darwinist sentiments, per
haps by a xenophobic press. Some, as indicated, might have been moved 
by direct experience, as members of the armed forces and, later, by their 
involvement in the reserves. As for the elites, they made decisions with 
respect to the arms outlays. 

Discussions of militarism ordinarily begin with a review of the arms 
race, of the competition between the powers in the years before 1914. 
Many of those discussions come without benefit of numbers, such as 
figures on army appropriations, the size of the military, and the capacity 
of wea pons. Again, the first point of critique is the need for differentiation. 

55 The ferocity of the "Fischer controversy" was first summarized by John A. Moses, The 
War Aims of Imperial Germany: Professor Fritz Fischer and His Critics (Queensland, 
1968). Fischer's main critic was Gerhard Ritter, "Eine neue Kriegsschuldthese?," His
torische Zeitschrift 194 (1962): 657-68. Ritter later devoted the entire third volume of 
his magisterial The Sword and the Scepter: The Problem of Militarism in Germany, 4 vols. 
(Coral Gables, 1969-72), to rebutting Fischer. 

56 For a review of views on the subject, see Volker R. Berghahn, Militarism: The History of 
an International Debate r86r-r979 (Leamington Spa, U.K., 1981). 
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The five powers were doing different things. Germany was the most zeal
ous in its effort, first with naval expansion, then, between 19I1 and 1913, 
with a shift to the army. In 1913, it spent £Il8 million on defense, while 
Britain spent £76 million. One of the powers, Austria-Hungary, made 
no serious increase in the decades before 1914. Russiari army effectives 
actually declined slightly between 19I1 and 1913. Between 1910 and 
1913, France increased its army expenditures by 7.6 percent, Russia by 
21 percent, and Germany by 105 percent,57 The "broad brush" depiction 
suggests a commonality of response, as if to say "they were all doing it." 
But obviously there was a striking diversity in their efforts. 

All of the great powers faced important constraints on their ability to 
finance naval and military expansion, and none more so than Austria
Hungary. In terms of per-capita expenditures on the defense budget of 
1906 in Austrian Kronen, for example, Britain spent 36, France 24, 
Germany 22, Italy 12, Russia 10, and Austria-Hungary 10. As late as 
1903, Habsburg subjects spent as much on tobacco and more on beer 
and wine than on defense. Hungarian bureaucrats, ever wary of Habsburg 
military power, constantly denied Kaiser Franz Joseph the requisite funds 
to modernize his armed forces. And in the Austrian half of the Dual 
Monarchy, bitter ethnic debate forced Premier Count Karl Stiirgkh to 
prorogue parliament (Reichsrat) just before the war. As a result, the Dual 
Monarchy each year trained only between 22 and 29 percent of draft
eligible males (compared with 40 percent in Germany and 86 percent in 
France). In 1914, only one in four of the r.8 million men available for 
service in Austria-Hungary had ever been on active duty,58 The undiffer
entiated portraits of "the arms race" fail to note the obvious significance 
of these important considerations. The powers faced markedly different 
financial and political restraints. Insufficient attention, moreover, is paid 
to the opposite camp, to the Socialists, the liberal internationalists, the 

57 David G. Herrmann, The Arming of Europe and the Making of the First World War 
(Princeton, 1996), pp. 234, 237. The aggregates can be misleading. Two Russian al
liances relieved pressures, allowing a regrouping of forces. The Anglo-Russian entente 
of 1907 provided an "amiable settlement" of the central Asia colonial conflicts. One 
signed with Japan" defined the interests of the two powers in Mongolia and Manchuria." 
See Fuller, Strategy and Power, pp. 416-17. Defense spending in 1913 from David 
Stevenson, Armaments and the Coming of War: Europe, I904-I9I4 (Oxford, 1996), 

P·4· 
58 Holger H. Herwig, The First World War: Germany and Austria-Hungary I9I4-I9I8 

(London, 1997), pp. 12-14. On military service and its possible impacts, see M. R. D. 
Foot, Men in Uniform: Military Manpower in Modern Industrial Societies (New York, 
1961); and Margaret Levi, Consent, Dissent, and Patriotism (Cambridge, 1997). 
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anti-imperialists, and pacifists, those who argued that war was no longer 
an option by 1914.59 

Some dissent was registered also in circles where one might have an
ticipated support for both arms outlays and their use. In 19II in a private 
conversation, Heinrich Class, leader of the Pan-Germans, pleaded for a 
preventive war. His partner in the conversation was Hugo Stinnes, a lead
ing figure in the steel industry and Germany's most aggressive industrial
ist. Stinnes counseled restraint: After "3-4 years peaceful development" 
Germany would be "the undisputed economic master of Europe. "60 The 
influential Hamburg banker, Max War burg, was shocked by Wilhelm II's 
rhetorical question at dinner, one week before the Sarajevo murders, 
whether it was not better "to attack now rather than to wait" for Russia 
to complete her rearmament. Warburg counseled the kaiser not to draw 
the sword. "Germany becomes stronger with every year of peace," he 
declared. "We can only gather rewards by biding our time.,,61 Obviously, 
some influential capitalists preferred economic to military competition. 

Admiral von Tirpitz, the architect of the High Sea Fleet, had so squeezed 
private shipbuilders out of profits that by 1914, they were on the verge 
of open rebellion against the Navy Office.62 Nor should it be overlooked 
that most farmers, shopkeepers, small businessmen, civil servants, and 
workers would pay more taxes but stood to gain nothing from armaments 

59 See A. C. F. Beales, The History of Peace (New York, 1931); Charles Chatfield and Peter 
van den Dungen, eds., Peace Movements and Political Cultures (Knoxville, 1986); John 
Mueller, Retreat from Doomsday: The Obsolescence of Modern War (New York, 1989), 
chs. 1 and 2. Also, Roger Chickering, Imperial Germany and a World without War: The 
Peace Movement and German Society, 1892-19 I 4 (Princeton, 1975); and Keith Rob bins, 
The Abolition of War: The "Peace Movement" in Britain, 1914-1919 (Cardiff, 1976), 
ch. I. The most incisive treatment of the German Socialists remains Groh, Negativ~ 
Integration und revolutionarer Attentismus. 

Membership figures and activity levels, as always, cannot be established with any 
certainty. Chickering, Imperial Germany, pp. 62-3, reports that by 1914 there were 
98 local peace groups with a membership of "just under ten thousand." But, he adds, 
"the concept of membership was nebulous" and no one was certain how many "actively 
belonged." At an earlier point, one of the leaders estimated that "no more than a third 
of the local groups carried on any activity at all, and even this was probably a liberal 
estimate." The Navy League was said to have had 30 times as many members (note 
42 above). 

60 Cited in Wolfgang J. Mommsen, Gro{?machtstellung und Weltpolitik: Die Au{?enpolitik 
des Deutschen Reiches 1870 bis 1914 (Frankfurt and Berlin, 1993), p. 293. 

6, Max M. Warburg, Aus meinen Aufzeichungen (Gliickstadt, 1952), p. 29; cited in Fritz 
Fischer, Krieg der IlIusionen: Die deutsche Politik von 19II bis 1914 (Diisseldorf, 1969), 
pp. 658 and 684. 

62 Michael Epkenhans, Die wilhelminische Flottenrustung 1908-1914: Weltmachtstreben, 
industrieller Fortschritt, soziale Integration (Munich, 1991), pp. 266-90. 
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or wars. In France, the need for increased taxes to pay the costs of the 
three years of service, as noted, provided the central issue for the legislative 
elections in the spring of 1914. 

Many accounts point to the "war euphoria" that gripped the European 
capitals in August 1914, this presumably showing the militarization of 
the masses. Many people saw the war as a chance at rejuvenation. Others 
depicted it as a cleansing "thunderstorm," many having grown tired of the 
long Bismarckian peace. In Vienna, for example, even the pacifist writer 
Stefan Zweig was impressed. Thirty years later, he still remembered the en
thusiasm: "The trains filled with freshly arrived recruits. Flags waved, mu
sic boomed. I found the entire city of Vienna in a state of intoxication .... 
And to be truthful, I must admit that I found something great, magnetic, 
irresistible, and even seductive in this first popular awakening. "63 Else
where, crowds chanted "a Berlin," "God save the tsar," and "auf nach 
Paris." But the euphoria came after the fact, after the key decisions had 
been made. And that means it could not have caused those decisions. 

While the observed enthusiasm was no doubt genuine, again the ques
tions of frequency and typicality need consideration. There were, at the 
same time, demonstrations by tens if not hundreds of thousands of work
ers against the war. 64 Jeffrey Verhey's review of a cross-section of German 
newspapers and periodicals, some eighty-five of them, reports the evidence 
of euphoria, most of it found not among "the masses" but among intellec
tuals, students, and the upper middle classes. He also discovered a wide 
range of responses, with mixed feelings, dismay, fear, and anxiety much 
more frequent than ever suspected. There were frequent reports of tears. 
Theodor Wolff, editor of the Berliner Tageblatt, writing in 1916 on the 
anniversary of the outbreak, denied the mass euphoria claim, declaring as 
"false" the notion that "the German people greeted the outbreak of war 
with joy." "Our people," he declared, "had heavy hearts; the possibility 
of war was a frightening giant nightmare which caused us many sleepless 
nights .... Only a few talked of a 'fresh, wonderful war.''' The censors 
forbade "indefinitely" further publication of such denials. 65 

63 Zweig is cited in Wolfgang Michalka, ed., Der Erste Weltkrieg: Wirkung, Wahrnehmung, 
Analyse (Munich and Zurich, I994), pp. 8-9. For a recent description of the euphoria, 
see Roger Chickering, Imperial Germany and the Great War, 1914-1918 (Cambridge, 
I998), pp. I3-I 7· 

64 See Herwig, The First World War, pp. 33-7. 
65 Verhey, Spirit of 1914, pp. 7-8. For a comprehensive account of intellectuals' reactions, 

see Roland N. Stromberg, Redemption by War: The Intellectuals and 1914 (Lawrence, 
Kans., I982). See also the discussion in Chapter IS. 
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The euphoric crowd in Berlin, the "centerpiece" of the myth, appeared 
there on 25 July, at first waiting for news of Serbia's reaction to the 
Austrian ultimatum. Verhey describes the event and attempts some quan
tification: "That evening 'Germany' had not paraded. Only a small mi
nority of the Berlin population had participated - no more than 30,000, 

or less than I percent of the population of greater Berlin. This was far, 
far fewer, as [the Socialist newspaper] Vorwarts noted the next day, than 
the hundreds of thousands who had demonstrated for Prussian suffrage 
reform in 1910." Verhey'S 30,000 figure is based on "the most generous 
estimates" given in police and newspaper reports. The war-euphoria im
agery, he argues, was a useful myth. The aim was to justify the initial 
decision and, as late as October 1918, to mobilize a weary citizenry for 
still another effort. 66 

One can easily agree that the four just-discussed sentiments were in
creasing: There was more nationalism, more social Darwinism, more im
perialist sentiment, and more militarism than at some earlier time. That 
said, however, some qualifications, some specification must be added. We 
know little about the prevalence of these outlooks. What was the extent 
of the infection in the general population? Was it 10 percent, 30, or 75? 
We also know little about the strength or virulence of those views. What 
percent of the adherents expressed their views? What percent made de
mands in their support? How many joined appropriate pressure groups? 
And what of the members? Were they active or were they quiescent dues
payers? The members of voluntary associations are drawn, typically, from 
the upper and upper middle classes, which means the sentiments of other 
classes, those forming the vast majority, remain unheard: 67 Advocacy 

66 Verhey, Spirit of I9I4, pp. 26-33. For evidence on reactions in France, see Jean-Jacques 
Becker, I9I4: Comment les Franfais sont entres dans la guerre (Paris, 1977); and P. J. 
Flood, France I9I4-I8: Public Opinion and the War Effort (Houndsmills and London, 
1990), ch. 1. The latter work is mistitled; it deals with reactions in the Department of 
Isere, southeast of Lyon. See also the two comprehensive studies by E. Malcolm Carroll, 
French Public Opinion and Foreign Affairs I870-I9I4 (Hamden, Conn., 1964 [1931]), 
esp. ch. 13; and his Germany and the Great Powers I866-I9I4: A Study in Public 
Opinion and Foreign Policy (New York, 1938), esp. ch. 14. 

67 Voluntary association membership is always positively related to class, that is, much 
more frequent in the upper and upper middle classes. For an overview, see Hamilton, 
Mass Society, Pluralism, and Bureaucracy, ch. 2. That tendency was clearly the case with 
the patriotic organizations studied by Chickering. The leaders of the Pan-German League 
were "overwhelmingly urban and middle class," the latter clearly being high on the social 
scale. Nearly half of the local leaders, Chickering reports, "were on the public payroll 
[almost half being] university and high-school teachers .... " We Men Who Feel, p. 104. 
See also his further discussion and comparisons with other organizations, pp. 104-8. 
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groups, at all times, show a persistent magnification bias. They exagger
ate their membership, the urgency of their message, and their influence.68 

One key question about these advocacy groups typically remains unan
swered: How were they viewed by the nation's leaders? Were they seen as 
valued supporters or as a troublesome nuisance? 

The focus on "mass attitudes" and demands poses still another diffi
culty. Those arguments imply some "bottom-up" dynamics: irrepressible 
popular demands ultimately forcing responses by those nations' leaders. 
Those causal arguments, clearly, need elaboration. We need a specification 
of the mechanisms involved. 

There is a need also for consideration of alternative hypotheses about 
"mass attitudes." As opposed to the ardent-enthusiasm claim, we have 
an easy alternative: voiceless masses. One should consider the substantive 
possibilities, what those "voices" would have said had they been asked, 
"What are your priorities?" One possibility might be expressed as follows: 
"my family and my family's welfare, first and foremost."69 The refusal on 
the part of scholars from the "broad-brush" school of history to come to 
grips with such everyday matters reflects academia's persistent preference 
for the "big" thesis. Put differently, it reflects a general disdain for the 
"little things," for the facts of everyday life. 

The sixth of the traditional "cause-of-war" arguments under review fo
cuses on the popular press, on the newspaper agitation that generated the 
mass sentiments that in turn forced the political leaders to their choices. 
Some sixty years ago, Oron J. Hale, at the outbreak of what we classify 
here as the eighth world war, made a passionate plea that the press lords 
and their minions be included in the pantheon of warmongers.7° There 

68 At one time or another, Chickering reports, the Pan-Germans had almost 400 chapters. 
But "the majority or these groups - more than two-thirds - existed only on paper or 
were dormant on all but select occasions" (p. 136). Alfred Fried, a leader of the German 
Peace Society, reported that most of their local organizations existed "on paper only." 
He estimated that "no more than a third of the local groups carried on any activity at all, 
and even this was probably a liberal estimate." Chickering, Imperial Germany, p. 63. 

69 For elaboration and evidence on this position, based on surveys from the 1970s, see 
Richard F. Hamilton and James D. Wright, The State of the Masses (New York, 1986), 
ch. 3, "The Persistence of Traditional Goals and Concerns." For discussion of mass 
sentiment in an important historical case, the English civil war, see Richard F. Hamilton, 
The Bourgeois Epoch: Marx and Engels on Britain, France. and Germany (Chapel Hill, 
N.C., 1991), pp. 19-23. 

70 Oron J. Hale, Publicity and Diplomacy with Special Reference to England and Germany 
1890-1914 (London, 1940). But in his final chapter, he offers this summary statement: 
"For purposes of analysis it is assumed that the ultimate decision was made by the 
influential. The mass electorate had no opportunity to register its views; there were no 
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is no denying the bellicosity of much of the press, but to date, scholars 
have failed to discern its direct influence on decision making in I9I4. This 
position, accordingly, has fallen into abeyance. 

Here, too, there are many complications. A good deal of the press, 
especially on the Continent, was in fact in the sway (if not the pay) of 
political parties, central governments, or industrialists, thus making dif
ferentiation a necessity. Volker Berghahn states that none of Germany's 
I,900 publications in I9I2 was "ideologically neutral." About 870 fol
lowed the Conservatives, another 580 the National-Liberals, nearly 480 
the Center party or the Catholic Church, and 90 the Socialists,7I To assess 
influence, one would have to.review the contents, have circulation figures, 
know the audience characteristics, know readers' reactions to those con
tents, and know something of their subsequent actions. One can research 
the contents, the easiest of those tasks, and here and there one can find 
circulation figures,72 But beyond that, for all practical purposes, we have 
nothing. Another factor, basic literacy, also needs consideration. Illiteracy 
was still widespread in Europe in I9I4, the rates everywhere being higher 
in the countryside and among older citizens. They were also higher in 
eastern Europe. For many people, a direct press influence was impossible. 

Another problem is that of sequence. The argument holds that the press 
agitation led to the subsequent decision. There was much press agitation 
in Vienna in July I9I4, much of it focused on provocative press comment 
in the Belgrade press. But that agitation came after Austria-Hungary's 
leaders had made the key decisions. In Germany, Verhey reports, the 

public opinion polls for the discovery of the obvious. As a matter of fact, all governments 
in the crisis functioned autocratically, subject of course to influence and pressure from 
immediate centers of power" (p. 455). 

Sidney Fay gives just over two pages to this possibility, signaling it as a topic that 
(in 1930) was "only beginning to receive" the investigation it deserves. He points to the 
press feud between Austrian and Serbian newspapers in July 1914, this clearly his "best 
case." See his Origins of the World War, vol. 1, pp. 47-9. 

7' Volker R. Berghahn, Imperial Germany 1871-1914: Economy, Society, Culture and 
Politics (Providence and Oxford, 1994), pp. 187-8. For more detail on the major 
papers there, see E. Malcolm Carroll, Germany and the Great Powers, ch. 1. 

72 Jonathan French Scott argued that "the influence of public opinion in certain countries 
during the summer of 1914 was the most important factor in precipitating the war"; Five 
Weeks: The Surge of Public Opinion on the Eve of the Great War (New York, 1927), 
p. 19. Scott undertook an unsystematic review of contents of newspapers in the five 
major powers. At many points, however, he treats those contents as directly equivalent 
to "public opinion." But the book contains no direct measures of that opinion. And it 
provides no evidence on the linkages between that "public opinion" and the choices of 
the decision makers. 
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newspapers brought out many "extras" in the first days of August. The 
practice was a profitable one and also played some role in sustaining the 
enthusiasm. But that too came after the basic decisions had been made by 
the political and military leaders. 

What is to be said of the seventh argument - a late entry in the 
field - that of domestic causes? Proponents of this school of interpreta
tion see nationalism, armaments, and, ultimately, war as serving domestic 
needs. The argument, basically, is that conservative elites, facing serious 
internal threats, chose war to save their positions. Arno J. Mayer, a leading 
advocate of this position, states that war "may have been a by-product of 
the resolve by conservatives and ultraconservatives to foster their politi
cal position by rallying the citizenry around the flag." In Britain, France, 
and Italy, the "vital center" of parliamentary liberalism "was heavily 
besieged." In Germany, it was "almost completely emasculated." For con
servative elites, then, the choice was either "armed repression at home" 
or "preventive war abroad - with the resolve of thereby arresting or re
versing the course of history." It was the "spiraling political, economic, 
and social dysfunctions" within the Dual Monarchy that drove "Vienna's 
political class into trying to overcome its permanent internal crisis by 
recourse to external war." The argument, in short, is that the choice of 
war was counterrevolutionary; it was an attempt to counter very serious 
domestic threats.?3 

Subsequent research on the topic has found little support for this 
monocausal argument.?4 Some of the few remaining proponents of this 
view argue, rather vaguely, that the choice of war was to achieve the 
goal of "system maintenance." Most leaders, however, knew from previ
ous experience the hazards involved. Mobilization alone brought severe 

73 For the basic statement, see Arno J. Mayer, "Domestic Causes of the First World War," 
in Leonard Krieger and Fritz Stern, eds., The Responsibility of Power (Garden City, N.Y., 
1967), ch. IS; and Mayer's Dynamics of Coullterrevolution in Europe, I870-I956: An 
Analytic Framework (New York, 1971). 

74 Wolfgang J. Mommsen, "Domestic Factors in German Foreign Policy before 1914," 
Central European History 6 (1973): 1-43; Donald Lammers, "Arno Mayer and the 
British Decision for War: 1914," Journal of British Studies 12 (1973): 137-65; Michael 
R. Gordon, "Domestic Conflict and the Origins of the First World War: The British and 
the German Cases," Journal of Modem History 46 (1974): 191-226; David French, "The 
Edwardian Crisis and the Origins of the First World War," Illternational History Review 
4 (1982): 207-21; Jack S. Levy, "The Diversionary Theory of War: A Critique," in Manus 
1. Midlarsky, ed., Handbook of War Studies (Boston, 1989), ch. II; and Niall Ferguson, 
"Public Finance and National Security: The Domestic Origins of the First World War 
Revisited," Past and Present 142 (1994): 141-68. 
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dislocations. Some sense of the problems may be gained from David 
French's account of the impact in Britain: 

During the July Crisis, many of the Cabinet's worst fears about the domestic 
situation seemed about to come true. For several days, until the Government 
stepped in, the banking system and the shipping insurance markets were para
lyzed. The price of food rose by an average of fifteen percent in the first week of 
August, and by the end of the month the Board of Trade estimated that nearly 
half a million workers had been thrown out of work because of the war. The idea 
of a general strike to stop the war was also abroad. On 2 August ... [Ramsey] 
MacDonald predicted that by November there would be bread riots and a socialist 
government,75 

The lesson is clear: For conservative leaders, war was a very dangerous 
weapon, one more likely to destabilize than to maintain any "system." 

The eighth argument might be termed the accident thesis. The Great 
War, in this view, was the unintended consequence of decisions aim
ing for some other outcomes. The most famous statement of this posi
tion, the argument of "inadvertence," came from David Lloyd George. 
Already in a speech of 23 December 1920, he had claimed, rather naively, 
that "no one at the head of affairs quite meant war" in July 1914. "It was 
something into which they [the statesmen] glided, or rather staggered and 
stumbled." Later, in his postwar memoirs, the British wartime prime min
ister took up the theme of inadvertence once more: "How was it that the 
world was so unexpectedly plunged into this terrible conflict? Who was 
responsible?" His reply became the classic statement of innocence for July 
1914: "The nations slithered over the brink into the boiling cauldron of 
war without any trace of apprehension or dismay." The theme is devel
oped, a few pages later, under this heading: "Nobody Wanted War."76 

Lloyd George's postwar comments, it should be noted, stand in stark 
contrast to his "intentionalist" comments made during the British election 
of December 1918 and at the Versailles peace conference in 1919. During 
the election, Lloyd George and his supporters had demanded that the 
kaiser be prosecuted, indeed, be hanged, that the Germans "pay to the 
limit" for all war damages, and in general that the "pips" be squeezed 
until they "squeaked." During the peace conference, the prime minister 

75 French, "The Edwardian Crisis," p. 2I 8. 
76 The December 1920 speech is from Scott, Five Weeks, p. II; the postwar comments 

from Lloyd George, War Memoirs, vol. I, pp. 49,52. Most recent: Antony Lentin, Lloyd 
George and the Lost Peace: From Versailles to Hitler, 1919-1940 (New York, 2001), 

P·143· 
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had again suggested that the kaiser be tried for "war crimes," possibly in 
Britain.?? 

This remarkable shift from arguments of intention to those of inad
vertence, one occurring within a few months, reflected new political con
cerns (as opposed to a concern for evidence). Lloyd George suggested his 
shift was based on his wide reading of diplomatic records, but in the late 
months of 1920, that seems unlikely. In the 1920S and early 1930S, po
liticalleaders and commentators advocated policies of reconciliation as 
opposed to the earlier effort, mobilization for war based on arguments of 
intent. The "slide" image found favor at that time with numerous schol
ars as well as politicians. It is central in Sidney Fay's Origins of the World 
War, the leading interwar revisionist work,78 

Lloyd George's notion of the innocent or unintended "slide" stands 
sharply opposed to the evidence now available, evidence that is reviewed 
in later chapters. One should note, prior to that review, some initial prob
lems with this argument. First, the inadvertence argument assumes an in
credible, indeed, unbelievable, degree of probability: that all five coteries 
of decision makers in Vienna, Berlin, St. Petersburg, Paris, and eventu
ally London "slithered" or "stumbled" into war. In any other context, 
such a "conjuncture" would seem ridiculous, for example, that five men 
hurrying to a meeting all stumbled en route. Apart from the question of 
improbability, there is a further problem, that of the implications: The 
"slide thesis" is the great equalizer or relativizer. King George V is as 
culpable as Wilhelm II, Sir Edward Grey as culpable as Count Leopold 
Berchtold. That some "men of 1914" found the argument attractive 
should have caused doubts,79 "Interested parties" were pointing to the 
"boiling cauldron" and the "impersonal forces" they could not control; 
the argument made them innocent of the charge of having dragged their 
nation into the catastrophe. 

77 Lloyd George's position in 1918-19 is detailed in Kenneth O. Morgan, Consensus 
and Disunity: The Lloyd George Coalition Government I9I9-I922 (Oxford, 1979), 
pp. 39-41. 

78 Six decades later, U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger offered the same conclusion, 
declaring that "nation after nation slid into a war whose causes they did not under
stand but from which they could not extricate themselves." See his speech of II March 
1976, New York Times (12 March), p. 4. Also Marc Trachtenberg, History and Strategy 
(Princeton, 1991), p. 99. 

79 Even Lloyd George recognized some problem with his "Nobody Wanted War" claim, 
pointing on the same page (p. 52) to "one possible exception," that being "the fool
ish Berchtold." He cites a Berchtold dispatch that indicates, unambiguously, the man's 
bellicose intentions. 
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The use of metaphor, the talk of slides and cauldrons, is a digres
sion, one that avoids the documentary record. The commentator simul
taneously avoids the essence of decision making: human beings making 
choices. Nations simply do not "slither" into wars, driven by overpower
ing dark forces. Human beings at the highest levels, leaders, elites, decision 
makers, collect information, evaluate their chances, and make decisions. 
Their choices may have been mistaken, flawed, and ill-chosen. But their 
nation's involvement stems from a choice based on some kind of intention. 
As will be seen in later chapters, the leaders of the various governments 
in 1914 assessed their options, weighed the choices, and, fully aware of 
the most likely consequences, deliberately chose involvement.8o 

The equivalency problem appears also in many formulations of the 
other causes reviewed to this point. Many of them also relativize, in
dicating no differences between the responses of Austria-Hungary and 
France, between Germany and Britain. Nationalism and militarism were 
"rising" everywhere. The nations were all engaged in an arms race. 81 The 
"broad brush" depictions, however, avoid consideration of the amounts 
expended for armaments, the possible causes, or the sequence of events. 
The relativizing (or equivalency), to be sure, is most striking in the 

80 See Hew Strachan, The First World War, vol. I: To Arms (Oxford, 2001): "What remains 
striking about those hot July weeks is the role, not of collective forces nor of long-range 
factors, but of the individual" (p. 101). This important work appeared too late for use 
in this book. 

Variants on the slithering, slide, or stumble argument appear, and are given credence, 
in some recent textbooks. One declares that the war "started because rulers and govern
ment officials blundered in the summer of 1914, " Richard L. Greaves et aI., Civilizations 
of the World: The Human Adventure, 2nd ed., 2 vols. (New York, 1993), vol. 2, p. 934. 
Another reports that "most historians believe that well-meaning unimaginative leaders 
in every capital stumbled into World War I. ... They produced a result none had ever 
intended. " This from Carter V. Findley and John A. Rothney, Twentieth-Century World, 
2nd ed. (Boston, 1990), p. 56. Both works proceed to review other background factors. 
Another declares that "Europe stumbled in 1914 into disaster," R. R. Palmer and Joel 
Colton, A History of the Modern World since IBI5, 8th ed. (New York, 1995), p. 695. 

81 Arno Mayer ("Domestic Causes," p. 288), writing of the problems facing "the major 
European polities" on the eve of the war, points to a presumed consequence, to "the 
50 percent increase in military spending in the five prewar years .... " David Stevenson's 
figures on defense expenditures, however, indicate wide variation in the growth for the 
powers in the years from 1908 to 1913. They range from 19 percent for Britain to 
129 percent for Italy (then engaged in the Libyan war). France showed a relatively mod
erate increase - 30 percent - while Austria-Hungary, then worried about Balkan devel
opments, showed a considerable 55 percent increase. Both Italy and Austria-Hungary, it 
should be noted, began with low base expenditures in 1908. The figures for the two other 
powers are: Russia, 31; and Germany, 45. From Stevenson, Armaments and the Coming 
of War, p. 4 (our calculations). 
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arguments of inadvertence, those that avoid consideration of actual deci
sion making and instead depend on the familiar metaphors. 

Two more options should be added to the eight hypotheses just re
viewed. The ninth is the possibility of joint effects, that two or more 
factors - nationalism, militarism, and imperialism, for example -
somehow worked in combination to generate a decision for war. Almost 
all accounts provide a "short list" of causes; almost all indicate multiple 
causes. The problems reviewed above apply also in this case. Those are: 
poor measures of incidence (extent and strength of views) and equivalence 
(they were "all doing it"). Here, too, there is a problem of weighting: How 
much importance should be assigned to factors A, B, C, and so forth? 

Discussion of some of these causes presents another difficulty, the pos
sibility of post hoc ergo propter hoc errors. The alliances, nationalism, 
imperialism, and social Darwinism all preceded the outbreak of war, but 
without further specification, it is not clear they had causal impact. A list
ing of factors that occurred prior in time is easy; establishing their causal 
significance is much more difficult. If a given factor was causal, it should 
figure in the thought and discussions of the July 1914 decision makers. 

The tenth possibility, a routine scientific requirement, is the open-ended 
option usually referred to as "other hypotheses." We argue one such claim: 
that the decision makers of the five major powers sought to save, maintain, 
or enhance the power and prestige of the nation. We refer to this as the 
strategic argument.82. 

A Summary 

Analysis of the decisions made in the capitals of the five major powers that 
opted for war in 1914 must consider three components: the institutional 
arrangements, the persons involved, and the grounds or motives for their 
choices. Among the latter, we have their readings and assessments of the 
events of the previous two or three decades and their readings of events 
from 28 June onward. 

Among the hundreds of items of information brought to the July 1914 
decision makers, among the various grounds for their choices, were rep
resentations of mass attitudes, of public opinion, matters discussed in the 
preceding pages. One conclusion about those outlooks may be stated as 

8, Strachan takes a similar position: "By July 1914 each power, conscious in a self-absorbed 
way of its own potential weaknesses, felt it was on its mettle, that its status as a great 
power would be forfeit if it failed to act." Strachan, The First World War, vol. I, p. r or. 
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an absolute: No precise measures of public opinion were available at that 
time. Every bit of information on this subject brought to their attention 
was a guess, an inference, a tenuous claim, or, to use later terminology, an 
unsubstantiated hypothesis. Precise knowledge of public opinion is not 
necessary for the analysis of the events reviewed here. Rather than pre
tending to have knowledge of the unknowable, the task is to discover what 
information was present among the coterie of decision makers and what 
use was made of it. That information, it should be emphasized, would con
sist of claims, beliefs, and hypotheses as opposed to documented empiri
cal judgments. Here, too, one should keep an open mind with respect to 
the readings assigned such "facts." The decision makers might have pro
ceeded independently of perceived mass opinion. The masses may have 
been opposed to war, but the leaders, indifferent to those views, chose 
engagement. The decision makers might have been moved by "larger" 
strategic considerations, by their conceptions of the nation's power and 
prestige, and accordingly paid no attention to mass opinion. Put differ
ently, one should avoid gratuitous "democratizing" assumptions. 

Our sense, clearly, is that a differentiated analysis is required. Nation
alist sentiments had been aroused in each of the five major powers. They 
certainly had greater salience in 1914 than in the previous five, six, or 
seven decades. Stretching things a bit, one might point to imperialist con
cerns in each of the great powers. But the problems facing those "empires" 
were so diverse as to make any general analysis of this causal factor impos
sible. One might point to the needs of "capitalism" as somehow causing 
the catastrophe, but the specific form of those arrangements, the needs 
and interests of five sets of capitalists, also differed significantly from one 
nation to the next. Our hypothesis is that each of those nations was moved 
by a unique agenda, by a separate and distinct set of concerns. 

After dealing with the July Crisis and the reactions of the five major 
powers, we turn to consideration of several important later participants 
in the struggle: Japan, the Ottoman Empire, Italy, Bulgaria, Romania, 
Greece, and the United States. In each, a small coterie made the decision 
for war. Some of these findings will come as no surprise. It has been known 
for years that in Austria-Hungary, Kaiser Franz Joseph acted on the advice 
of his foreign minister, chief of the General Staff, war minister, finance 
minister, and the premiers of the two halves of his empire. Similarly, in 
Germany the decision for war was made by Kaiser Wilhelm II and a 
small group of his close advisors: chancellor, foreign secretary, chief of the 
General Staff, chief of the Military Cabinet, and war minister. Likewise, 
in Russia, Tsar Nicholas II reached his fateful decision for war on the 
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advice of a similarly small cadre of advisors: foreign minister, chief of 
the General Staff, war minister, and (somewhat of a surprise) agricultural 
minister. 

But we find the same argument for coterie also made by our authors for 
some of the "lesser" or "later" combatants. At Constantinople the newly 
empowered Young Turks unsurprisingly took charge of national policy 
making: War Minister Ismail Enver Bey, Navy Minister Ahmed Cemal, 
Minister of the Interior Mehmed TaHit Bey, among others. In Japan the 
decision for war was the product primarily of one man's political acumen: 
Foreign Minister Taka Takaaki, who in the process outmaneuvered both 
army and navy chiefs and the elder statesmen. In Italy the decision for 
war was made by Prime Minister Antonio Salandra and Foreign Minister 
Sidney Sonnino; and in the United States, after much soul searching 
and eventual congressional approval, by President Woodrow Wilson. In 
Bulgaria and Romania, the decisions for war rested solely in the hands of 
the monarch and a small ruling clique of royal officials. And in Greece, 
the tortuous decision for war on the side of the entente rested with Prime 
Minister Eleutherios Venizelos. 

But also in the more progressive, more parliamentarian western pow
ers, there was little wider participation in the decision making. In Britain, 
Foreign Secretary Grey watched the July Crisis unfold in splendid isola
tion, seeking the counsel neither of fellow cabinet ministers nor of senior 
Foreign Office professionals - not even naval and military leaders. In 
France, where both President Raymond Poincare and Premier/Foreign 
Minister Rene Viviani spent much of the July Crisis aboard the battle
ship France steaming between Le Havre and Kronstadt, the nation was 
moved closer to war not by the Chamber of Deputies or the press, but 
rather by the relatively unknown and inexperienced Minister of Justice 
Jean Baptiste Bienvenu-Martin. And in the world's oldest and most open 
democracy, the United States, President Wilson, in the words of his official 
biographer, exercised "almost absolute personal control" over foreign af
fairs. Wilson routinely bypassed the State Department via private agents, 
conducted negotiations behind the backs of his secretaries of state, and 
generally "acted like a divine-right monarch in the conduct of foreign 
relations. "83 

Finally, we need to point out that in making the case first and foremost 
for coterie and contingency, for what Tocqueville called "the particular 

83 Arthur S. Link, The Higher Realism of Woodrow Wilson and Other Essays (Nashville, 
Tenn., 1971), p. 83. 
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will and character of certain individuals," we are not overlooking the 
importance of social history, of the "big" factors. We are sensitive to the 
mindset, the mentalite of that coterie. How did they interact with both 
the head of state and fellow decision makers? Did certain common, long
term patterns of education, training, and public rhetoric contribute to the 
"mood of 1914"? Put differently, what assumptions, both spoken and 
unspoken, did they bring to the table in 1914?84 For, in the words of that 
super-determinist, Karl Marx, "Men make their own history, but they do 
not make it just as they please; they [make it] under circumstances directly 
encountered, given and transmitted from the past."8s 

As well, we are keenly aware of the question: To what degree do dis
ciplines such as economics, psychology, and sociology shed additional 
light (beyond that provided by diplomatic, military, and political history) 
upon what George F. Kennan called "the great seminal catastrophe of this 
century"?86 We strove to be sensitive (where possible and applicable) to 
the role of such nonprimary agencies as public opinion, financial institu
tions, academic leaders, church fathers, and press lords. And in the case 
of the Balkan states, the numerous secret societies that maintained ties to 
governments that could not at all times control their agenda. 

84 See the seminal studies by James JolI, I9I4: The Unspoken Assumptions (London, 1968); 
and his Origins of the First World War, 2nd ed. (London, 1992), ch. 8, "The Mood of 
191 4." 

85 Karl Marx, "The Eighteenth of Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte," in Karl Marx, Friedrich 
Engels, Collected Works, 48 vols. (New York, 1975- ), vol. II, p. 103. 

86 George F. Kennan, The Decline of Bismarck's European Order: Franco-Russian 
Relations, I875-I890 (Princeton, 1979), p. 3. 
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